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Crossover literature is the term for a fairly recent phenomenon. In short, it is literature written for children but also read by adults. Literature which appeals to a dual audience in itself is not new: Alice in Wonderland, Catcher in the Rye, Lord of the Flies, Huckleberry Finn and Robinson Crusoe, for example, are all instances of books that were and still are read by children as well as by adults. However, crossover literature, which is going to be the focus of this dissertation, is a more recent phenomenon and besides being a genre is also a marketing strategy. Particularly after the start of this millennium, children’s books (as well as certain television series and films) have been published that are being marketed towards adults too. These can also be found in the adults’ section in book stores and in some cases are even issued in two different versions, one with a cover appealing for children and another especially designed for adults. Rachel Falconer illustrates: “For example, C.S. Lewis’s Chronicles of Narnia were reissued with a dramatic lion’s head staring directly out of the cover, instead of the classic illustrations by Pauline Baynes featuring children in pigtails, shorts and knee socks” (556). According to Mary Shine Thompson in the introduction of Studies in Children’s Literature 1500-2000, this recent approach has two sides to it. Firstly, she says that 
“the popularity of and the commercial success of such texts as Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials … added to the gravitas of children’s books.” 
And: “this popularity has firmly disposed of essentialist prejudice about children’s reading: it has shown that the boundaries between adult and children’s reading are blurred.” However, she acknowledges that there is another side to it too:
“a Rowling book, for example, has become a ‘media event’, and discussion has focused at least as much on the phenomenon as it has on textual evaluation or politics, much of it breathlessly uncritical in tone” (12).
Internationally well-known examples of children’s books greatly popular by adults are Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter books and the more recent The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time by Mark Haddon. The main focus of this dissertation will be a novel which Dutch readers may be less familiar with, but one which is extremely popular in Great Britain and the United States: Philip Pullman’s Northern Lights. 
Northern Lights (1995) is the first part of the trilogy His Dark Materials, which also consists of The Subtle Knife (1997) and The Amber Spyglass (2000). The trilogy has been commented on and written about by many people, by both enthusiasts and adversaries. His Dark Materials is largely based on an “extensive polemic against traditional interpretations of Genesis and Milton’s Paradise Lost” (Falconer 652), and especially Pullman’s deviant interpretation of the Bible has caused scathing criticism from mainly Catholics. In the United States, the president of the Catholic League responds to the upcoming release of the film, there called The Golden Compass, with the words: “Atheism for kids. That is what Philip Pullman sells” (““The Golden Compass” sparks protest”). And another critic writes: “These three books, along with at least one (and presumably two more) movies, constitute British agnostic Philip Pullman's deliberate attempt to foist his viciously anti-God beliefs upon his audience” (Holz). Despite the extensive criticism, it can be said that the overall reception of Pullman’s trilogy has been a positive one. The awards it has received include the Carnegie Medal for children’s fiction in the United Kingdom for Northern Lights and the Swedish Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award for children’s and youth literature which Pullman received in 2005. The most eye-catching event was the winning of the 2001 Whitbread Book of the Year award for The Amber Spyglass, the second volume of His Dark Materials, notable because this was the first time since its establishment in 1971 that the prestigious award was given to a children’s book “which for many commentators placed children’s literature on a par with serious, ‘literary’ adult fiction in Britain” (Falconer 556).
The books of His Dark Materials are classed as fantasy and in particular as epic fantasy, a genre that seems highly suitable for becoming crossover literature. Northern Lights and its ‘crossover elements’ will be discussed in more detail in chapter three.
What I want to focus on in this dissertation is the potential complexity that enters into translating crossover literature in general and Northern Lights in particular. That is, there is a vast difference between translating for children and translating for adults: the question is how one would have to go about translating a literary work which, in its source language, is read by both children and adults, whether this dual audience has been the author’s intention or not. Furthermore, I will discuss translation problems which proceed from the book itself. The second last chapter will contain my own translation of a part of NL which will be followed by the conclusion.
















As mentioned in the introduction, the label of crossover can traditionally be applied to many different works of literature. Only recently, however, does it seem to have developed into an actual classification which is acknowledged as such, namely a type of novels which are written for children, but often read by adults as well, or novels targeted at more than one age group whether by the author or by means of marketing. In this respect, a clear distinction must be made between cross-writing and dual address on the one hand and crossover reading on the other; the crossover literature that is being discussed in this dissertation is concerned with literature which is read by a dual audience, but not necessarily addressed towards either. In other words, in the case of dual address and cross-writing, it is the author’s or narrator’s intention to speak to adults as well as to children, whereas in the case of crossover reading, the crossover element is first and foremost the response of the reader audience. This distinction between intentionally evoked and coincidental readership is relevant with regards to the discussion of any possible translation problems and strategies later on.
Rachel Falconer gives us a more detailed explanation of the functioning of crossover literature. She argues that “[in] crossover literature, the subject of narrative (whether character, text or reader) gets split into two temporal states, ‘earlier’ and ‘later’, in a way that renders it acutely susceptible to narrative’s opposing dynamics of closure and deferral” (Falconer 559). She then cites Bakhtin who “defines the chronotope as the narrative organisation of time and space in any text; to adopt this term, the readers of crossover books and films are bi-chronotopically oriented. They occupy two positions in the narrative simultaneously, and are thus doubly subjected to narrative’s twin temporal drives” (559). The two positions that adult readers assume can, for example, be seen in the popularity of Harry Potter books. In the case of these books, “[adults] are easily engrossed by the story itself, but they are also recollecting former reading selves, who are in return reading themselves in future identities”. Summarizing, Falconer explains crossover reading as follows: “[Adults] are rediscovering the addictive pleasure of a good story, told directly and without any (post)modernist angst about the problems of representation” (559).  Even though this quality of rediscovering reading pleasure which characterises crossover literature is at the base of dual readership and is for some books the main reason for its dual appeal, there are more characteristics which can cause a novel to gain a crossover status. Nostalgia can play a large part. Some adults read children’s books because they have read it as a child and rereading it brings back memories of the past and can often result in discovering meanings which were overlooked by the reader all those years before. E.B. White’s Charlotte’s Web (1952) and Bridge to Terabithia (1977) by Katherine Paterson are good examples of such books. The ongoing popularity can be illustrated by the many adaptations for the screen: Charlotte’s Web was made into a film in 1973, 2003 and 2006, and Bridge to Terabithia in 1985 and 2007.
Another reason for dual readership can be the presence of a deeper meaning which does not necessarily have to be picked up by the younger readers in order for the book to appeal to them, but gives the novel this extra dimension which makes it interesting for adults too. A good example of such a crossover novel is the trilogy which is at the centre of this dissertation, namely His Dark Materials by Philip Pullman. This dissertation will elaborate more on His Dark Materials and its first part, Northern Lights, as a typical example of crossover literature in the next chapter, but for now it suffices to say that Pullman’s trilogy contains, besides a good story, a much talked-about extra dimension, that is to say the recreation of the story of the Fall of Man through disobedience which Pullman based on Genesis and Milton’s Paradise Lost. Anne-Marie Bird confirms this when she writes that: 
“On a simplistic level, the books can be read as straightforward adventure stories in that they involve difficult journeys in which the protagonists must confront numerous challenges in the search for some object, place, or person. On a deeper level, the texts are an exploration of the fundamental themes of the Fall…” (Bird 112).
So, in the least complex interpretation, main character Lyra is a mischievous but brave girl who undergoes the most exciting adventures and manages to get out of perilous situations mostly unhurt, even though she is not spared much. Older audiences, however, can recognise criticism against organised religion: the theme of freedom and success through disobedience, free will over the state of grace and the importance of the development of children and their sexuality. 
By deliberately integrating a deeper meaning into the story, Pullman intended to write a novel that could appeal to different age groups and even though it was initially classed as a children’s book, mostly in the category of ‘Children’s Fiction 12+’, the complexity of this extra dimension allowed the novel to speak to a much older age group, namely adults. 
Derived from what Falconer says it seems that an important reason for present-day adults to pick up a book is for obtaining pleasure out of a good story and whether they get this from a book written for adults or for children is of minor importance. This blending of the two reader audiences matches with the contemporary view of some writers of children’s books that there is no difference between child and adult fiction. Even though British children’s author John Rowe Townsend pushes things a little far when he states that “[the] distinction … is an artificial one maintained for administrative convenience” (Townsend cited in McDowell 53), it is certainly true that the boundaries between children’s and adult fiction are blurring. However, here it is important not to generalise: not all adult books can be read by children and not all children’s novels are being picked up by adults. There is a fairly clear trend when it comes to which children’s books are bought by adults and genre appears to be an important criterion. Falconer tells us that most crossover fiction can be found in the genres of magic fantasy, epic fantasy, science fiction, gothic, history and historical legend, contemporary picture books, comics and graphic novels (Falconer 560). Moreover, she says that “[many] crossover books belong to more than one genre …, indeed, it is rare to find a work of fiction with only one chronotope, one generic world-view” (560). When speaking of chronotopes, Falconer refers to one of the three concepts of the Russian literary critic Mikhail Bakhtin, which are significant to the field of crossover literature: firstly, Bakhtin states that “identity is dialogically constructed, always the product of a confluence of voices…” (Falconer 560). Secondly, he speaks of heteroglossia, the variety of languages within the seeming unity of a national language, which “[offer] flexible, nuanced ways of accounting for the relationship between child and adult discourses” (Falconer 560). The concept of chronotopes, of the author having to “create entire worlds” while making “use of the organizing categories of the real world in which he lives”, seems to play an especially important role in crossover literature, because even though many genres cross over from child to adult audiences, it is fantasy and epic fantasy in particular which is read mostly by all age groups, both genres which, sometimes more literal than others, exist by the grace of other worlds.
Derived from this it can be said that crossover in itself cannot be classed as a genre as such, as it is not a quality of the text, like fantasy is. For example, some textual qualities of fantasy are the use of magic and/or supernatural powers and often fantasy stories are set in a different world. Crossover literature, evidently, also knows similarities, which will be discussed later, but for this kind of literature it is difficult to come up with generalising statements as can be done for genres. In addition, like Falconer argues, most crossover fiction can be found in more than one genre, making it difficult to class crossover literature as one genre. Therefore, it seems better to speak of crossover literature or a crossover status which a certain book gained.  
1.2	History and Popularity of Crossover Literature
Literature which is not intentionally written for adults, but nevertheless enjoys a great success amongst this target audience is not new. Alice in Wonderland, initially written for children, is probably one of the most famous examples. This novel has not only crossed over to an adult audience, but over the decades adults even seem to have appropriated the work as intended for them. An interesting example of that is that the novels about Alice served as the basis for an interactive video game called American McGee’s Alice, which was developed in 2000. This is Alice with a dark twist: Alice has done several suicide attempts after her parents died in a house fire, Wonderland is diabolic and almost all the creatures there are enemies (Mukherjee). By altering the story in such a way, children are not longer (part of) the target audience, it is only attended for adults now. Other well-known, non-contemporary examples are Lord of the Flies, Huckleberry Finn and Catcher in the Rye. The popularity of crossover literature and its development into an actual type of literature, however, is a fairly new phenomenon. 
The term ‘kiddults’ has existed for longer and is a fairly established expression for adults who act as if they are still children, a term initially used in a negative sense by the media.  ‘Kiddult fiction’ then, existed of works of fiction that were enjoyed by both children and adults. This phenomenon of crossing over between childhood and adulthood is now usually termed ‘crossover’, but still carries the same meaning. In recent years, society’s attitude towards ‘kiddults’ seems to have changed slightly, but even though it is now more widespread and accepted, reactions are still mixed. The bishop of Bath and Wells for example takes a pro-kiddult stance when he says that “[if] we kill off the child in us,” he said, “we can become habitually self-important, moralistic, bossy and pompous adults, without any inkling of our own absurdity”. David Aaronovitch does not agree and replies as following: “And this must be partly right, because you can't hold a Smartie-licking competition with chums without being aware of your own absurdity, can you? Can you?” (Aaronovitch). Even though Aaronovitch does stand alone in his astonishment over this phenomenon, the mixed view of society does not alter the fact that crossover fiction, in the form of literature, films, television and computer games, is becoming increasingly popular. Works such as Winnie-the-Pooh, The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe, Calvin and Hobbes, Charlie Brown and Buffy, The Vampire Slayer, to name just a few, all appeal to both children and adults. Moreover, the enormous popularity of novels like Lord of the Rings, the Harry Potter books and His Dark Materials has generated attention for crossover literature from literary critics and guaranteed it to be recognised as a mainstream literature.

1.3	Translation of Crossover Literature
Crossover literature is literature written for children, but also read by adults, or novels targeted with an ‘open’ address (Doonan 160), a work which is targeted at more than one age group in particular. This can be done either by the author or by means of marketing. So, when looking into the translation of crossover literature, it seems useful to first take a step back and look at the differences between children’s literature and its translation on the one hand and translating for adults on the other. 
At first glance, the difference between the literatures of these two target audiences might seem obvious, but appearances are deceptive and this seemingly straightforward contrast between older and younger reader audiences has far-reaching consequences. 
Even though children’s books have been found that date back from the early 17th century, for a long time these types of books have not been recognised as belonging to a real genre. This can be partly explained by the fact that for centuries children were not seen as real children, that is to say, as being substantially different from adults. One of the first people to think differently was John Locke (1632-1704), who in 1693 published Some Thoughts Concerning Education, in which he describes childhood as an important intellectual stage, thereby considering childhood as an autonomous phase. However, it took until the early 1800’s for children’s books to transform into books that could be read mainly for pleasure and not only for educational purposes. The Brothers Grimm first brought fairy tales and in the mid-1800’s there was an increase in “fantasies, adventure stories, school stories, domestic stories, etc.” (“Timeline of Major Trends”). Since then, there has been an almost continuous development in the genre of children’s literature. Gradually, children’s literature was taken more seriously and this change is still pursued now. The continuously changing perspective can be explained from the fact that literature in general, but children’s literature in particular, is a dynamic phenomenon. Eva-Maria Metcalf explains: “Children’s literature … is situated in the field of tension delineated by social and institutional structures, technological, advances, market forces, pedagogical and political claims, literary norms, and discursive practices, and is defined by the currently dominant concept of childhood” (Metcalf 211). Rachel Falconer elaborates on the current view on children and young adults and she states that “[like] it or not, children in western capitalist countries are big business”, a development that has come about because “social and economic changes have made adults more disposed to take notice of children’s culture. Single-parent and higher-income families working children and ‘kiddults’ may all have contributed to the dramatic rise in consumption of children’s products” (569). In connection with this general ‘rejuvenation’ of culture, an additional and more specific trend can be observed, namely that nowadays “you can opt to be young, culturally, if not chronologically; at thirty-five, you can dress and behave as a twenty-year old” (Falconer 569). 
As said before, what results from this popularisation of children’s and young people’s culture is that these two target audiences are being taken more seriously. In literature, the fact that the current ‘concept of childhood’ is one in which children are seen more as individuals and less as mini-renderings of adults involves great consequences. Most notably, it has resulted in children’s literature no longer finding itself in the literary periphery, but instead taking up a place in mainstream literature. Furthermore, the change has brought about a turn in subjects. In general it can be said that these days, more so than before, children are thought to be able to cope with subjects which are more ‘troubling’. For the majority, this growing up of children’s literature is being applauded but it receives criticism as well. Falconer exemplifies: “What worries parents, teachers and journalists is the extent to which contemporary literature for children and teenagers deals explicitly with ‘adult’ themes: racism, class warfare, mental illness, drug abuse, violence and crime” (566). Neil Postman even goes as far as to say that the “fading distinction between childhood and adulthood” (120) which can be derived from what is shown by the media and from what we can gather from the changes within particular social institutions, like the law, schools and sports, will result in “the disappearance of childhood” (Postman 120). However, the prevalent other opinion is that children can handle more than what most adults think they can.  Unsettling experiences or subject matters are better dealt with within the safe comfort of their own homes and families, and that dealing with these kinds of themes in this particular context could even be beneficial. 
In other words, in the case of a young audience, writing and translating in particular can be done with many different types of target audiences in mind. The key word in this process is ‘childhood image’, a term often used by the Finnish scholar, teacher and translator Riitta Oittinen, who explains that “if translators think of children as their addressees, they need to take their experiences, abilities and expectations into consideration. How they do it in practice depends on the child image they have in mind and on what they know about the children of their time” (Oittinen 905). In this context, Oittinen defines child image as “images of childhood and children” (901). There are many examples of translations of children’s books in which the translator’s child image is highly visible. Especially in earlier translations, from before the end of the 1970’s translators quite frequently deleted or changed words, sentences or even passages to make it more suitable, in their eyes, for the children they wrote for. In addition to this, Barbara Wall states that “[writers] in the past, when they began to address children in fiction, did not easily find a tone of voice which was free from the self-consciousness and the necessity to maintain their adult standing...” (Wall 13). This is also one of the main differences between translating for adults and children: in the case of adults it is less likely for a translator to make adaptations on the grounds of appropriateness, at least not to the extent that this has be done for children. Jan van Coillie, an expert in children’s and youth literature and translator himself, distinguishes three types of adaptations when translating for children which are all based on the translator’s child image. The first are the previously mentioned adjustments to norms and values for pedagogical reasons.
Secondly, there are adjustments to cultural references because of a potential difference in knowledge between the readers of the source culture and the readers of the target culture. Often, translators choose to adapt the strange elements to the target culture to enhance “familiarity and identification, two important criteria within children’s literature” (Van Coillie 18, my translation). These cultural adjustments are often carried out in literature for adults as well, but familiarity and identification are not regarded as important there as they are in children’s literature. The common view is that children find it difficult to immerse themselves in a book if there are too many foreign elements and that this would hinder them in the pleasure of reading. However, as Coillie points out, smaller studies indicate that children do not notice the cultural differences or do not find them important (Van Coillie 18, my translation). The most common instances of adjustments of cultural references are the adaptations of names. Even though in the majority of adult books, names remain unchanged, in children’s books they occupy a different position: Often, names are being adapted to the target culture. In a nutshell, this can be done in three ways. 
The first manner is by replacing popular first names of famous historical characters by its counterpart in the target language. Van Coillie wrote the Dutch ‘Jan’ for ‘John’ and ‘Karel de Grote’ for ‘Charlemagne’ (Van Coillie 19, my translation).
Another way of adapting names is by replacing a foreign name by a popular name in the target language. As Van Coillie points out, “this strategy is also often applied to names of known personalities” (19, my translation). For example, the name of the French singer Jean Jacques Goldman has been replaced by Helmut Lotti in the translation of La Remplaçante. Van Coillie continues to say that “invented names which have a secondary meaning are often translated” (Van Coillie 19, my translation). Good examples of that can be found in Roald Dahl’s books. In The Big Friendly Giant, for instance, the giants’ names ‘Fleshlumpeater’ and ‘Childchewer’, are translated with ‘Vleeslapeter’ and ‘Kinderkauwer’.
The third way is not the use of a literal translation, but of a ‘functionally equivalent’ name “which has a comparable effect because of sound, connotation, or humour”. A good example of this is the translation of Dahl’s ‘Miss Honey’ by ‘Juffrouw Engel’. A more literal translation like ‘Juffrouw Honing’ would not have been satisfactory, because ‘honing’ in Dutch does not have the same connotation as ‘honey’ in English, ‘engel’ therefore seems much more suitable.
Fourthly, a translator can choose to delete a foreign name or to replace it by a common noun with a description. In this manner was French singer Roch Voisine replaced by ‘handsome male replacement’ (Van Coillie 20, my translation).
Not all name-changing strategies have to be neutralising however. An exotisising strategy can be to add an explanation for example in footnotes, or a translator can replace the foreign name by another foreign name but one with which the target audience is more familiar with. For example, translator Ria de Rijcke of The Remplaçant replaced French female singer Georges Brassins by the more well-known Céline Dion.
The third adaptation that is often applied when translating children’s books is what Van Coillie names: “Adjustments of wording and plot” (22, my translation). What he means with this is that a translator of children’s books, more so than one of adult literature, can choose for the strategy of either ‘foreignisation’, which implies that the translator chooses for “a non-fluent or estranging styled designed to make visible the presence of the translator by highlighting the foreign identity of the ST and protecting it from the ideological dominance of the target culture” (Venuti 306), or for ‘domestication’: a strategy which makes the translator invisible and which Venuti condemns as being “an ethnocentric reduction of the foreign text to target-language cultural values” (Venuti 306). In practise, however, it turns out that most translators look for a compromise “between being true to the source text and the readability, respectively the pleasure of reading” (Van Coillie, my translation 22). The main obstacle is based on a matter of opinion: if a translator is of the opinion that new words and culture are challenging and not too difficult or spoiling the pleasure of reading, he or she will opt for a strategy which is mostly foreignising, if the translator believe the novelties too incomprehensible and thus a spoiler for the child’s reading pleasure, he or she will choose for a more domesticating strategy. Furthermore, in addition to making changes when translating literature for adults, translators do not have to take up a position which is different to their own, for they themselves are adults too. As pointed out before, the difference between the mode of writing for adults and for children is starting to fade. These days, children seem to be given much more recognition. C.S. Lewis recognised the child’s capability early on when he, from his own point of view as an author, says that: “The child as reader is neither to be patronized nor idolized: we talk to him from man to man” (Lewis cited in Wall 14). 
Besides making adaptations on the grounds of presumed appropriateness, there is a second, less significant difference between translating for children and for adults. This is that children’s literature, by definition, has a dual audience, or as Wall points out: “if books are to be published, marketed and bought, adults must first be attracted, persuaded and convinced” (Wall 66). Therefore, books that are written and translated for children are in most cases done so with the goal of appealing to adults as well. However, it is less significant because this phenomenon too seems to become less of a criterion. This is a development which can be assigned to the aforementioned changing position of children, writers’ and translators’ child images and which can also be derived from the previously mentioned change of subject matters: in many cases the opinion of adults or parents, does not seem of major importance anymore.
In brief, it can be said that the translation of books targeted at children differs in many ways from the translation of literature for adults. How then would a translator go about translating a book that, in the source culture, appeals to both adults and children? The first step of the translator in this case would be to find out why this particular book turned out to be appealing to a dual audience in the source culture; can the crossover status it acquired be assigned to the nature of the story, the memories the story evokes when re-reading it or to the possibility for adults to get more out of the story than younger readers? To answer this question, the translator can do research on the reception of the work in the country where it was first published and where it received its crossover status first. He or she can, for example, look whether there were previous editions of the book. In addition, since crossover literature receives a lot of attention these days, the translator should not have too many difficulties finding reviews  and articles dealing with the work of literature he or she is about to translate. This can be newspaper or journal articles, but also websites set up by enthusiasts, online forums, interviews with the author, or even bookstore websites on which the translator can find information on the work’s classification in a certain – or more than one – age category and the description of the book. Often, these pieces of information can contribute to and hopefully confirm the translator’s assumptions which he or she made after close reading the book. 
The next step in discovering the appropriate strategy for translating a book which enjoys dual readership then would be to find out whether it is feasible, judging by the cause of the dual readership in the source culture, to achieve a dual audience in the target culture. Starting from the idea that the translator is proficient, those books with an extra dimension which speaks to adult readers would pose the least problems. After determining the extent of the extra dimension, this can be translated into the target text. However, that does not alter the fact that these extra dimensions, as well as the less complex meaning(s), can contain translation problems that can occur in all novels and especially in children’s novels, like the translation of cultural elements or so-called realia. 
Generating feelings of nostalgia depends chiefly on the existence of previous translations of the book, but if these indeed exist then the translation of the particular crossover elements, does not have to pose major translation problems. If a certain novel was translated and published in the target culture before, then there is no obvious reason why a second translation, years or even decades later, would not appeal to a dual audience in the target culture later too. In this case, however, the potential dual success can for the most part not be influenced by the translator. Whether it will be picked up by children as well as adults depends on the translation history and the response of the target audience. That is also true for crossover books which can be defined as such chiefly because, to repeat the words of Falconer, “[adults] are easily engrossed by the story itself, but they are also recollecting former reading selves, who are in return reading themselves in future identities” (559). This is a reaction of the source public which, in all likelihood, was not expected when the books were written, at least not to this extent. J.K. Rowling, the author of the successful Harry Potter books for example, tells in an interview that she wrote the books for herself mainly, so she is not surprised that other adults like it, but she also admits that:  “I thought I'd written something that a handful of people might quite like, so this has been something of a shock” (Rowling cited in Richards). Philip Pullman once shared with his audience the following: “There I was ten years ago, minding my own business, quietly writing a book about a girl called Lyra on a voyage to the north. I could never have guessed at the reception this story has had; I thought it would be briefly reviewed and promptly sink into obscurity. Instead of which…” (Pullman “The Very Best Audience”). Whether the translated work will achieve success then with both children and adults depends on the readers: adults in Japan or South-America are likely to be attracted to different elements than those in the United Kingdom or the United States. The same applies to subject matter. Some children’s or young adult books appeal to adults because of the ‘matured’ subject matter that can be found in these books nowadays. This in itself is not difficult to translate, but whether the target audience finds these topics interesting and appealing enough to buy the book depends highly on the target culture, and is therefore out of the hands of a translator. However, the extent of the response in both source and target culture also depends on the way the books and its translations are being put into the market. The world-wide marketing apparatus that gets going every time a Harry Potter film or book is launched is a well-known phenomenon which has proved highly effective, and to a lesser extent, so are the dual editions of some children’s books. As Vanessa Joosen points out: 
“Querido now uses photos rather than drawings for its young adult novels. This makes the book not only attractive for teenagers, but also for an adult audience. An analogy can be drawn with the adult and child covers of J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter and Philip Pullman’s His Dark Materials: in both cases, covers with drawings are clearly targeted at children, whereas the adult versions are published with photographs/paintings on the covers” (Joosen 65)
In short, it is difficult, if not impossible, to come up with a single translation strategy for the translation of crossover literature. Because crossover books in the definition discussed in this thesis are written to appeal to children as well as to adults, the translation for a vast part depends on the child image of the translator combined with how he or she believes the field of tension between these two different audiences will have the optimum effect. 













Chapter 2	Northern Lights as a crossover novel
2.1	Northern Lights
Northern Lights, published as The Golden Compass in the United States, is the first part in Philip Pullman’s trilogy His Dark Materials. First published in 1995, it was an immediate success with the public. The novel has won numerous awards, including the Carnegie Medal for Children’s Fiction in the UK in 1995, the Guardian Children’s Fiction Award in 1996, and the British Book Award for ‘Children’s Book of the Year’ in 1997. Even though the novel was classed as a children’s or young adult book and its awards were mainly awards for children’s books, it was not long until the complex structure of Northern Lights enjoyed success with adult readers and its deeper meaning was also recognised by the press. On the cover of the book one can find praise by The Guardian which says about the novel that it “deals with colossal, often terrifying themes – one of which is the relationship between the body and the soul. An eye-widening fantasy, a scorching thriller and a thought-provoking reflection on the human condition, this is a book that can be enjoyed at many levels” (Carey). Before examining this extra dimension further though, a short introduction and a summary of the novel are useful. 
His Dark Materials, and Northern Lights too, is set in a different world than ours, which has familiar concepts but with a twist: The manifestation and the importance of the soul is a good example of this. In His Dark Materials, all people have an animal-shaped soul which accompanies its human. These dæmons, which are always of the opposite sex than the human being they accompany, can take different shapes until their human’s adolescence starts. When their humans become adults, their shape sets into that of one particular animal, which fits the human’s character and will be his or her lifelong companion. 
Another familiar concept is the existence of a church. David Gooderham explains that: ““the Church,” unmistakable in the text with its priests, cardinals, Consistorial Court and Magisterium …[,] is represented as a powerful and ruthlessly repressive organization, determined to root out sin and to control weak human beings for their own good at any cost” (Gooderham 155). A further discussion on the role of the church in Northern Lights will follow later in this chapter.
The novel deals with the adventures of eleven-year old protagonist Lyra Belacqua, who, at the start of the story leads a carefree life in Oxford’s Jordan College​[1]​ where she is only being half looked after by the college’s personnel. Her days spent playing outside with her friend Roger, one of the servants, change when by chance she and her dæmon Pantalaimon save the life of her uncle, Lord Asriel, who is visiting the college and when she subsequently overhears the report of his explorative expeditions to the North, which he shares with the Scholars about a mysterious substance that he found there: Dust. 
Around the same time, children start disappearing from Oxford. The rumour goes that the abductions are executed by the ‘Gobblers’, but nobody seems to know what these Gobblers are and what motivates them. The Gobblers’ threat affects Lyra too when her friend Roger disappears.
However, before she can start looking for him, the scholars of Jordan College send her on an expedition to the North with the charismatic scholar and explorer Mrs. Coulter. She tells the scholars she needs an assistant and asks Lyra, who is eager to come with her to this fascinating region, especially to see this Dust for herself and to find out what is so special about it. Oddly, on the morning of Lyra’s departure the Master of the college rushes her into his office and gives her a so-called alethiometer, which he tells Lyra “…tells you the truth. As for how to read it, you’ll have to learn by yourself. Now go – it’s getting lighter – hurry back to your room before anyone sees you” (Pullman. His Dark Materials 55). His obvious distress surprises and worries her a little, but that feeling quickly fades away when she arrives in London where Mrs. Coulter pampers her and takes her to museums and exclusive dinner parties.
Yet, Lyra is impatient to go north and is starting to get bored with having to show up and behave at dinners and parties.  Her weariness takes a turn however, when at one of these parties she overhears that Mrs. Coulter is a high official in the Church’s General Oblation Board, or the Gobblers, the people responsible for the disappearing children.
Lyra and Pantalaimon are shocked and they flee. When she almost gets kidnapped on the streets of London, she is saved by two men she knows from Oxford, two gyptians: travelling people who live on narrowboats. The gyptians have lost many children by the agency of the Gobblers and they are on a mission to find them and get them back. They know the Gobblers are taking the children up north to Bolangvar, but do not know their reasons. Lyra is taken in and on one of the meetings concerning the approach of the gyptians’ undertaking, she is introduced to the gyptian elders, Lord Faa​[2]​ and Farder Coram. To her own surprise, these men appear to know her well and reveal to her that she is not an orphan like she always thought, but that she is in fact the daughter of Lord Asriel and Mrs. Coultier.
At first she is shocked, but “being Lyra, she [doesn’t] fret about it for long” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 97) and she soon throws herself into learning to operate the highly complex alethiometer, which, amazingly enough seems to come natural to her. The gyptians then decide to take her on their expedition to the North, to Bolvangar, as the alethiometer can give them useful information and Lyra is the only one who knows how to read it. 
When they get to the town of Trollesund, which lies in the north of Norroway​[3]​, the gyptians ask for the help of Texan aeronaut Lee Scoresby, Serafina Pekkala’s witch clan and the witch’s consul, Dr. Martin Lanselius. The consul tells the gyptian elders and Lyra that she is the chosen one and that she plays the main part in the witches’ prophecy, but cannot tell more about this prophecy. He also advices Farder Coram to get the help of mercenary panserbjørne Iorek Byrnison, an armoured polar bear who was exiled from his people. 
With the help of the alethiometer, Lyra finds Iorek’s armour back, so he can escape Trollesund and join the expedition northwards. On their way north, after a clue of the alethiometer, Iorek and Lyra discover what the Gobblers are really doing when they find a boy who is severed and separated from his dæmon. They take him back to the gyptians, but because of the shock of being separated from his dæmon, the boy dies. The gyptians, now that they have discovered what they are doing to the kidnapped children, set off again but soon get raided by the Samoyeds.
In the chaos of the fight, Lyra and her dæmon get abducted by the Tartars and taken to a hospital-like building where they are being sold to the nurses. She soon finds out that these are the Gobblers and after making up an alias for herself she is joined up with the other children, amongst which are Roger and the gyptian child Billy Costa. The three of them think of a plan to make everybody escape.
However, Lyra is caught spying on the doctors and then prepared for separation from Pantalaimon. Just in time, Mrs. Coulter​[4]​ comes in to check the Bolvangar facility, and saves her daughter Lyra. In an attempt to explain the Gobblers’ actions to her daughter, she tells Lyra that Dust lets in troublesome thoughts and feelings and that they ‘cut’ children to prevent this from happening. Nevertheless Lyra, profoundly distrusting her new-found mother, flees and sets off the fire alarm, the signal for all the children to get away. Lyra also starts a real fire too and in the chaos all the children manage to escape to the safety of the gyptians. Mrs. Coulter comes after her daughter, but the flying witches catch Lyra and Roger just in time and they are put in Lee Scoresby’s hot air balloon together with Iorek Byrnison. 
Scoresby’s main reason to join the expedition was to save Lord Asriel who, after his visit to Jordan College, set out again to examine Dust but is now held captive in Svalbard by the panserbjørne, the people of Iorek. On their way to Svalbard, the reduced expedition is attacked by so-called cliff-ghasts and Lyra and Pantalaimon fall from the balloon, while the others cannot stop because of the strong winds. She is imprisoned by the panserbjørne, but thinks of a plan and demands to speak with their king, Iofur Raknison. She tricks him into fighting Iorek at his arrival in a single combat, which she is sure Iorek will win. Iofur is indeed killed and Iorek becomes king of the armoured bears. Rightfully so, because Lyra discovers that Iorek was going to be the king before he was forced into exile after accidentally killing another panserbjørn over a she-bear: Iorek was tricked into this fight by Mrs. Coulter who needed the panserbjørne’s cooperation for her branch in the North and figured that Iorek would not give it to her if he was to become the king.
Because of more attacks, Lee, Iorek and the witches cannot come along, so Roger and Lyra set out by themselves to get her father now that Svalbard is under different rule. 
Like the Church did with the General Oblation Board, Lord Asriel too has been experimenting with Dust during his captivity. He . He.  discovered that Dust plays a major role in crossing the barriers into other worlds. He tells Lyra that he has not crossed yet because in order to create a bridge, he first needs an enormous burst of energy. At night in bed Lyra is waken up by Asriel’s servant Thorold who tells her that Lord Asriel has taken the boy and then she suddenly remembers his words earlier that day when he explained to her the Church’s findings when severing children: “the energy that links body and dæmon is immensely powerful” (Pullman , His Dark Materials 279), and she realises that this energy is what Lord Asriel is going to use in order to create his bridge through the aurora into another world. She also realises that all along it had not been her task to deliver him the alethiometer like she thought, but in fact it was her mission to bring him a child and now she had unknowingly delivered him her friend Roger.  When she gets up, the universe is lit by the aurora, which is “[blazing] all of a sudden in brilliant life” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 288) and she discovers that she is too late: her friend Roger dies in her arms after being separated from his dæmon. Lord Asriel walks away into the other world and Pantalaimon and Lyra then realise that since everything appears to be different than she was initially told by Mrs. Coulter and Lord Asriel, the grown-ups might have lied about Dust too and that it is really a good thing. Together they decide to cross the bridge and go and look for the Dust, knowing that they will have to leave their friends and helpers behind. “So Lyra and her dæmon [turn] away form the world they were born in, and [look] towards the sun, and [walk] into the sky” (Pullman, Northern Lights 399).
2.2	Northern Lights’ typical crossover characteristics
Although at a height now, traditionally, there have always been fictions which have crossed the age barriers. The word ‘fictions’ is being used here, because, even though traditionally it used to be only books, in the last decades film and even computer games have proven to be a successful crossover medium too. For example, Star Wars, the Harry Potter films, The Fellowship of the Ring, E.T., Shrek, The Incredibles and Ice Age, to name just a few, have all enjoyed praise from a mixed audience. When looking at the list of crossover works, the works that have crossed over from children’s to adult audiences show similarities, which is to say, they often belong to the same genre, that of fantasy. However, with such a large supply of fantasy works, though, the genre needs to be subdivided. As Falconer confirms: “[it] seems absurd to compare Rowling’s Harry Potter series (magic fantasies) and Pullman’s His Dark Materials (epic fantasy)…” (Falconer 562). She explains that epic fantasy, according to Bathkin, is oriented towards the past. This is then highly visible “in the retelling of foundational myths …” (Falconer 564). Even though in Northern Lights the orientation towards the past seems one of impiety – the narrator takes a highly critical stand – the references to Genesis and Milton and the recreation of the story of the Fall of Man are indeed references oriented towards the past. To be precise, they are oriented towards stories which have had a function from times immemorial and are at the basis of Western culture and society. In addition, it appears that Northern Lights is set in a world in the past. Even though no references to dates are found in the book, from the description of Oxford and the overall lack of modern devices, the textual world seems to be one situated in the past, at the start of the twentieth century.
The protagonist of an epic fantasy fights against evil and goes on a heroic quest, which more often than not turns out to be an internal voyage of discovery as well. This applies to Northern Lights too: Lyra goes on a quest even though she is not exactly sure with what purpose, and neither is the reader. She sets out to discover the meaning of Dust and to return the alethiometer to her father, but at the end of this first book of the trilogy, finds out that it was her task not to deliver him the alethiometer, but her friend Roger. Although this is an unpleasant surprise for the reader too, we do know before Lyra does, that she is part of something bigger. Earlier in the book, the witch’s consul, Dr. Martin Lanselius, revealed that Lyra plays the main part in the witch’s prophecy. Even though her quest is not finished by the end of the first novel, Lyra has already learned much about herself and has developed into a brave, responsible girl determined to finish what she started. During her travels she has fought against evil and protected the good: she has helped the gyptians finding their children, she has assisted panserbjørne Iorek Byrnison in regaining the throne at the cost of his evil fellow panserbjørne Iofur Raknison and most importantly, she put a spanner in the works of the Gobblers, who worked in name of the Church, which saved the lives of hundreds of children.
Another characteristic of fantasy and epic fantasy is the setting. As mentioned in the previous chapter, fantasy exists by the grace of a different world created by the author. To take the two most well-known examples: Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings takes place in a world which is very different than ours. The same applies to the magic fantasy world of Harry Potter. Even though he and his fellow magicians live in and know the ‘normal’ world too, the world they enter after their train journey departing from platform 9 ¾ is a world which highly differs from our own. Northern Lights too, takes place in a world that knows many unfamiliar elements. Although it is clearly a different world, it can be argued that it is the similarities to our world that make the story eerie and therefore appealing to an older audience too: Lyra lives in Oxford with colleges and scholars, children go through puberty, religion plays an essential part and when you travel up north, the climate grows colder and the names of the places and the people strike the reader as Scandinavian. In short, by using the genre of epic fantasy Pullman enabled himself to play with common notions, creating a world which is familiar but uncanny at the same time, thereby attracting readers from all age groups.

2.3	The complexity of Northern Lights
2.3.1 	The Church, disobedience and Paradise Lost
As mentioned before, the Church plays an important role in His Dark Materials and in Northern Lights. At the start of the story, Lyra overhears a conversation between the college’s Master and the Librarian which explains the power of the church and the role Pullman assigned to it:
“The Librarian was silent in his turn. Ever since Pope John Calvin had moved the seat of the Papacy of Geneva and set up the Consistorial Court of Discipline, the Church’s power over every aspect of life had been absolute. The Papacy itself had been abolished after Calvin’s death, and a tangle of courts, colleges, and councils, collectively known as the Magisterium, had grown up in its place. These agencies were not always united; sometimes a bitter rivalry grew up between them. For a large part of the previous century, the most powerful had been the College of Bishops, but in recent years the Consistorial Court of Discipline had taken its place as the most active and the most feared of all the Church’s bodies.
But it was always possible for independent agencies to grow up under the protection of another part of the Magisterium, and the Oblation Board, which the Librarian had referred to, was one of these. The Librarian didn’t know much about it, but he disliked and feared what he’s heard, and he completely understood the Master’s anxiety”.
The Church then, is portrayed as a totalitarian system, and is also the organisation in the form of the General Oblation Board, which Lyra and her companions struggle against in the first book. Even though Pullman’s Church is set in a different, fictional world, his church shows enough resemblances to the Catholic Church to function as a pointed allegation. As mentioned before, the role that Pullman allocated to the Church has been widely criticised, so much so that, for example, it was felt that the 2007 Hollywood film version had to be adapted, “… so that the film will now appear to be a more general attack on dogmatic authorities of every kind” (Thorpe). 
Nevertheless, the story is interwoven with elements which point towards religion in general. Naomi Wood, in Children’s Literature in Education writes that “in…Philip Pullman’s trilogy His Dark Materials, the [author re-creates] the story of humanity’s Fall from grace through disobedience as found in Genesis and Milton’s Paradise Lost” (Wood 238). And indeed, references to these works are plentiful. Most obvious, the title His Dark Materials refers to a term used by Milton in his poem Paradise Lost, a term that later on in the trilogy appears to be the equivalent of Pullman’s Dust. This substance is the main interest in Northern Lights, and will be pursued in greater depth in the next paragraph, but in relation to Northern Lights’ references to religion it is important to see that Dust, according to religious scholars in Lyra’s world, is, among other things, “the physical evidence for original sin” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 273).
Moreover, as Wood points out, the largest indictment against the religious system, both the Catholic Church and the Church in His Dark Materials, is Lyra’s general disobedience. Since disobedience caused the original sin – had Eve obeyed God and not eaten the fruit, the Fall of Man would not have happened – the role which Pullman reserved for Lyra as a disobedient protagonist is then highly interesting, precisely because he connects it with this original disobedience by Eve which, according to the Bible, caused the whole of humanity to become sinners. Lyra’s disobedience emerges on various levels. For example, at the start of the story, she is described as following: 
“In many ways Lyra was a barbarian. What she liked best was clambering over the College roofs…, to spit plum stones on the heads of passing Scholars or to hoot outside a window where a tutorial was going on, or racing through the narrow streets, or stealing apples from the market, or waging war” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 26). 
Furthermore, her real adventure starts when Lyra hides in the wardrobe in the Master’s Retiring Room so she can overhear his conversations. Because of this act of disobedience she can see that they, the Scholars, are planning to poison Lord Asriel which she subsequently can prevent. “Disobedience in this instance placed Lyra in a situation where it is indirectly ‘rewarded’” (Wood 249). Her adventure then starts and in the course of the novel, Lyra finds out that nobody is what he or she seemed to her at first: The Scholars genuinely care about her, whereas Mrs. Coulter, her own mother, turns out to be malignant. The gyptians are decent people, contrary to what Lyra thought of them back in Oxford, but her father, Lord Asriel beats them all: after Lyra travels all the way North to help him, he kills her best friend for something that is more important to him. Woods concludes that “[thus], although Lyra begins her quest believing, childlike, in moral clarity, she quickly learns that many adults do not obey the rules. In the first book of the series, Lyra is more successful when she disobeys than when she submits, when she lies, rather than tells the truth” (Wood 249). Therefore, different then to the church in real life which believes that disobedience equals sin and contrary to the Church in Northern Lights, which does not want children to mature and even severs children from their dæmons to prevent their adolescence, the narrator takes a ‘pro-maturity’ stance and, more than that, it even “advocates repeatedly the disobedient pursuit of knowledge as the key to maturity…” (Wood 239). 
Furthermore, in contrast to most other children’s books in which the characters belong to either one of two sides, good or evil, in Northern Lights the characters lead their lives according to a number of different guide lines. There are: 
“…nomadic gyptians and Tartars, whose social structure is basically democratic rather than hierarchical; witches, a different species from humans, who govern through matriarchal clans and worship goddesses rather than the Authority. Armoured bears, a rational species with no gods at all, add more diversity to the population…” (Wood 251).
In effect, by lack of a obvious divide – neither a religious one nor the conventional one of good vs. evil – and guidance on who we should trust and who we should not, “Pullman’s narrator challenges the reader [too], to make moral sense of the story … requiring the reader to develop more independent judgment of the moral stakes. And independence, of course, can lead to disobedience” (Wood 246), which makes the reader an active participator in the rebellious standpoint of Northern Lights.
2.3.2	Dust and dæmons
When Lyra is in the Master’s wardrobe, she overhears Lord Asriel talk to the Scholars about his findings in the North and about Dust: “Something in the way he said it made Lyra imagine dust with a capital letter, as if this wasn’t ordinary dust. The reaction of the Scholars confirmed her feeling, because Lord Asriel’s words caused a sudden collective silence followed by gasps of incredulity” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 16). Dust, from that moment on, forms the core of the story of His Dark Materials and Northern Lights and serves, as Bird says, as an “all-inclusive, multifunctional metaphor” (Bird 111).
For most readers, the term Dust, when first mentioned, will be recognised on at least one level as it is “a conventional metaphor for human physicality inspired by God’s judgment on humanity: ‘for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return’ (Genesis, 3:19)” (Bird 112). Milton wrote about this dust too, in Paradise Lost, but he named it ‘dark materials’: “the mass of unformed primal matter left over from the construction of the universe” (Bird 112). However, whereas in Milton’s work ‘dark materials’ are a metaphor for “the suggestion that the material that comprises the bulk of the universe’s mass is made up of sentient particles in a state of rebellion” (Bird 114), in His Dark Materials, Pullman takes it a step further: Firstly, he has made the metaphor into something literal: Dust really exists, it is visible. Moreover, even though Milton was not being literal when he posed the idea that if God wanted to, He could create more worlds from his left over primal material, Pullman did take it literally and made Dust play a big part in the creation of other worlds and universes. However, this will be dilated upon later in the paragraph. 
Secondly, as Bird points out, “by developing Milton’s ‘dark materials’ into an extremely composite metaphor, Pullman is suggesting that every elementary particle of Dust contains the whole universe” (114).
So, this leaves us with the question what Pullman’s composite metaphor consists of. First of all, the main appearance of Dust is that what the Church is afraid of and what they are fighting against. They discovered that all human beings attract Dust, but children to a much lesser degree than adults. It collects around human beings when puberty starts and then “it settles on them as it settles on adults” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 272).  When Dust settles, the human being’s dæmon gets its definitive form. So, as Lord Asriel explains to his daughter Lyra: after the discoveries in the field of Dust fifty years ago, the Church was “left with the problem of deciding what it was. And given the Church’s nature, there was only one thing they could have chosen. The Magisterium decided that Dust was the physical evidence for original sin” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 273). The fact that the dæmon gets fixed is the physical proof that something happened when innocence changed into experience and “[perhaps] if the dæmon were separated from the body, we might never be subject to Dust—to original sin” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 275). This ‘intercision’, by Lord Asriel so aptly explained to Lyra using the concept of castration, results either in the victim’s death or in the disappearance of his or her free will. Therefore, it can also be said that Dust is a metaphor for consciousness and Bird then, seems to be right when she says that Dust is a “sort of catalyst that initiates the child’s journey towards adulthood” (116). Highly apparent in the novel is the link between ‘cutting’ and bringing to a standstill of a child’s sexual development. This can be seen when Mrs. Coulter at one point in the story, tries to explain to her daughter the benefits of the intercision: 
“All that happens is a little cut, and then everything’s peaceful. Forever! You see, your dæmon’s a wonderful friend and companion when you’re young, but at the age we call puberty, the age you’re coming to very soon, darling, dæmons bring all sort of troublesome thoughts and feelings and that’s what lets Dust in. A quick little operation and you’re never troubled again” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 210).  
Lord Asriel, however, discovered something else about Dust which has two consequences for its meaning. 
Firstly, when the children were separated from their dæmons, Lyra and the reader discovered that they immediately changed. Lord Asriel explains that: “[the] energy that links body and soul is immensely powerful. When the cut is made, all that energy dissipates in a fraction of a second. [The Gobblers] didn’t notice, because they mistook it for shock, or disgust, or moral outrage…” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 276). Since Dust then seems to be the energy which links child and dæmon, it is not only essential for a child’s development into adulthood, it is also at the very core of human existence. Without Dust, a human is half-dead: “It has no will of its own; it will work day and night without ever running away or complaining. It looks like a corpse…” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 276).
Deriving from this, it can be said that the existence of dæmons in Northern Lights represents the “notion of dualism – the belief that the human being consists of two opposing and independent ‘substances’ – while maintaining that the body and soul are completely interrelated” (Bird 115), or in other words, diversity in unity. Dust is, for one, the substance that causes this difference, translated by the Church as ‘the evidence for original sin’. Moreover, Dust is the driving force behind humanity as a whole. Bird then seems to be correct when she says that:
“in Pullman’s universe, Dust is not a punishment or an hereditary moral disease – the idea that we have to be ashamed simply because we are alive – but is re-presented as the positive inheritance of all human beings. Dust … symbolises the necessary converge of contraries; an event that is synonymous with the first independent action taken by Adam and Eve, which is subsequently extended into the first essential step toward maturity for the generations that follow them” (Bird 122).
Lord Asriel, however, does not stand on the Church’s side and is thus not interested in Dust for the same reasons. He wants to go to the source of Dust, which he discovers lies in the other universe that can be seen through the Aurora. Even though witches have known of the other worlds for ages and even theologians in Lyra’s world have known for a while, “no one thought it would ever be possible to cross from one universe to another (Pullman, His Dark Materials 276)”, but Lord Asriel figures that 
“[if] light can cross the barrier between the universes, if Dust can, if we can see that city, then we can build a bridge and cross. It needs a phenomenal burst of energy. But I can do it. Somewhere out there is the origin of all the Dust, all the death, the sin, the misery, the destructiveness in the world. Human beings can’t see anything without wanting to destroy it, Lyra. That’s original sin. And I’m going to destroy it. Death is going to die” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 272). 
Besides its fantasy genre, and even though the novel can be read and enjoyed on a more simplistic level too, all these complex concepts – religion, the church, disobedience, dæmons and Dust – contribute to the extra dimension that makes Northern Lights popular with adults as well as children and are therefore elements that should be taken in mind by the translator. If a translator’s objective is to translate the book to its fullest potential, he or she should, in the ideal situation maintain these concepts and all their possible readings as well. Whether or not that is a possible objective in translating in general is quite another matter, but the ambition to do so, can be a good starting point.
 As mentioned in the introduction, part of the crossover potential of a novel depends on the audience’s response and the way it is put in the market. His Dark Materials is a classic example of how publishers and authors can reach as many people as possible.
2.4	Northern Lights beyond the book
Like many other crossover books, His Dark Materials and Northern Lights do no confine themselves to the limits of the novel itself. For example, following The fellowship of the Ring, The Harry Potter films and The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, this book too was made into a Hollywood film, which carried the American name of the book: The Golden Compass. However, that was not the first multimedia application. This can be illustrated as follows: Margaret Mackey points out that, “even in this entirely verbal fictional world, there are some words that both do and do not belong to the published book” (Mackey 221-2). With this statement, she introduces the term ‘phase space’, a term which Pullman uses too and with which they hint at the “information that might have been in the book but is not because it does not lead to the end of the story” (Mackey 222). In other words, the phase space contains that which is not being said in the novel. Mackey explains: “things that might have happened in the plot that did not, aspects of characters or incidents that are known to the author or that can be imagined by readers but that are not laid down in the novel itself” (Mackey 222). This phase space exists within certain limits of course, as the story itself has to function as its base, but within the boundaries of the story the possibilities seem endless. In the case of His Dark Materials and Northern Lights this can be seen by the different related websites that are in existence. Firstly, there is the website of Random House​[5]​, the American publisher of His Dark Materials. On this website, visitors can find an excerpt, a reader’s guide, a teacher’s guide, a cast of characters, a glossary, and it is even possible to listen to parts of the book. In addition and more interesting within the scope of the term phase space, the visitor can also find a guide on how to read the alethiometer​[6]​, the primary and secondary meanings of its symbols​[7]​ and a brief history of this device​[8]​. 
Besides this website sponsored by the publisher, there is a more elaborate website under the name of HisDarkMaterials.org. On this website, founded by His Dark Materials enthusiasts, visitors can find summaries and quotations of the books​[9]​, interviews and information about the author​[10]​, information about the film​[11]​, a working alethiometer​[12]​ and maps of Lyra’s world and ‘her’ Oxford​[13]​. Most interesting however, is the site’s so-called wiki, a collection of web pages which can be contributed to and modified by any internet user. A well-known example of a wiki is the online dictionary Wikipedia. The wiki of HisDarkMaterials.org is called Srafopedia and is by its own account “an encyclopedia that everyone can edit! It features articles on everything His Dark Materials-related, interlinked with each other, with external links for more information” (Srafopedia). This wiki, together with the alethiometer and the maps, belong to what Mackey calls “the imaginary but familiar universe of His Dark Materials…” (Mackey 222), or: the phase space.















In the context of this dissertation, it would make sense to look at translation problems which are typical for crossover novels. However, as there seems to be no such thing as the crossover novel – for example, although they have all crossed over, J. K. Rowling’s books, The Lord of the Rings and Northern Lights differ greatly from each other – it appears impossible to provide uniform translation problems. Therefore, this chapter will discuss the most notable important translation difficulties which proceed from the book itself and not of crossover books as a genre.
For every translation it is useful to make a text analysis of the source text for translation. Even though the two main advocates of this tool, Hans Hönig and Christiane Nord, discuss the text analysis within the scope of professional translations rather than literary translations, it can still prove to be helpful as it will make the translator aware of his or her target culture and audience and, connected to that, translation challenges that may arise. When doing such an analysis of the source text, a translator does a close reading of the text to look for (textual) characteristics of the source text that might be relevant for its translation. For Northern Lights, the previous chapters of this dissertation make up for the analysis of the source text. Briefly recapitulated, these are the distinguishing characteristics in Northern Lights which attract the attention: 
First, to obtain a general image of the work, the genre seems of importance. As seen before, Northern Lights can be classed as fantasy, and as epic fantasy in particular. In addition, it can be said that Northern Lights shows many resemblances with the genre of the ‘Bildungsroman’, namely: Lyra experiences growth and development; in order to incite her for her journey, something negative leads her away from home; Lyra’s process of maturity is “long, arduous and gradual, consisting of repeated clashes between [her needs] and desires and the views and judgments enforced by an unbending social order” (Hader). 
Another significant characteristic of the text is the presence of what Doonan calls ‘open’ address (Doonan 160), which in this case resulted in the book belonging to crossover literature. Thirdly, and related to the books’ adult following, in His Dark Materials and Northern Lights there is a high presence of intertextuality. As said before: Pullman’s story is a recreation of Milton’s Paradise Lost, which in turn is an “eloquent reworking of the Genesis story of the Fall” (Walsh 241). A fourth important feature is, what Walsh calls, “Lyra’s demotic speech, which is marked by instances of non-standard grammar, archaisms and unfamiliar collocations” (Walsh 244). She adds: “Hers is a world which approximates to our world, but not quite, hence the slight shifts in spelling, such as ‘Brytain’ for Britain (NL: 34), ‘gyptians’ for gypsies (NL: 36) and neologisms, such as ‘photogram’ (NL: 21) and ‘brantwijn’ (NL: 30) for a photograph and a type of wine respectively” (Walsh 244): These are characteristics which we, at least on one level, can heap together as they all fall under deviating linguistic usage. Closely linked to the deviating use of language, are the alien elements that make up for Lyra’s world to be different than ours.  In contrast, but closely connected with this, is another key characteristic: the book’s ‘Britishness’, that is the high presence of realia.
First, I would like to elaborate upon the notion of Pullman’s open address and the many readers it generated. The mixed readership which it attained was one of the most salient characteristics of Northern Lights. Since in the United Kingdom and the United States, this text is enjoyed by people from all age groups, to reach such a large audience in the target culture should be one of the main aims of the translator. In the previous chapter, we have said that the older audience in the source culture was also reached because of good marketing, something which will be discussed further later on, and the presence of an extra, more complex meaning. This means that by translating that extra meaning, an important step is taken towards reaching a translation with a crossover potential. In this case then, the translator has more control over the crossover potential of the novel than when it would solely depend on the marketing involved or on previous publications of the book. 
In the case of Northern Lights, it can be induced that much of its deeper meanings are made up by the above mentioned instances of intertextuality. Already in chapter two and three of this dissertation, for example, it could be seen that the extra dimension in this particular text consists mainly of Pullman’s recreation of the story of the Fall of Man, which Pullman based on Genesis and Milton’s Paradise Lost. For instance, Northern Lights starts with a citation from Book II from Milton’s Paradise Lost, and at the end of the story, Lord Asriel explains the connection, according to the Church, between Dust and original sin, citing from the Bible. This particular fragment will be discussed in more detail in the translation in the next chapter of this dissertation. What is more, the main task for Lyra is to stop the General Oblation Board from cutting children, their way to prevent the start of puberty and with that sin and shame, both concepts which are taken from the Bible. For the translator, these particular intertextual references are convenient: The church also plays an important part in Dutch history, and the concepts of the Fall of Man, original sin, the Catholic Church and Genesis, are familiar concepts for the majority of the Dutch (adult) readers too. In that respect, the translator will not come across too many difficulties and he or she will not have to look for equivalents or add footnotes or endnotes to explain these notions. This entails that, at least in respect to the references to the church, the extra dimension in Northern Lights can be maintained, so that in effect the crossover potential of the Dutch translation will be enhanced. 
On first thoughts, the references to Milton’s Paradise Lost appear to be slightly more challenging text elements because it can be safely said that the average Dutch reader, either child or adult, is not familiar with the details of the writings of John Milton. However, neither will be the average American or English reader. These readers too, after coming across Pullman’s quotation of a paragraph of Paradise Lost in the epigraph of Northern Lights, will in most cases either choose to leave it with that, or to look up more information, something that is just as much a possibility for the Dutch reader. Paradise Lost, having the position that is does in world literature, will be familiar to higher educated Dutch readers more or less to the same extent as it will be for the higher educated English readers. An additional advantage for the translator in this case is that Paradise Lost has been translated into Dutch before. With the oldest translation dating back to 1791 and the most recent one translated and published in 2003, there is much to choose from when translating the quotation in the epigraph and finding a suitable translation for the highly significant term ‘dark materials’. 
For example, this is the text in the epigraph of Northern Lights:
“Into this wild abyss,
The womb of nature and perhaps her grave,
Of neither sea, nor shore, nor air, nor fire,
But all these in their pregnant causes mixed
Confusedly, and which thus must ever fight,
Unless the almighty make them ordain
His dark materials to create more worlds.
Into this wild abyss the wary fiend
Stood on the brink of hell and looked a while,
Pondering his voyage” (Milton cited in Pullman His epigraph)
This can be translated as following:
“In dezen wilden Afgrond, die de schoot is
Van de Natuur, en eens misschien haar graf,
Van Zee noch Strand, van Atmosfeer noch Vuur,
Maar alle deze in hun bevruchte oorzaken
Verward gemengd, en strijdend zoo voorgoed.
Tenzij de Almachtge Schepper hen doet zijn
Zijn donkre grondstof, om daarvan te maken
Meer werelden: in dezen wilden Afgrond
Stond op den rand der Hel Satan voorzichtig
En schouwde een wijl en overdacht zijn reis…” (Gutteling 59).
The term ‘dark materials’ is translated with the highly old-fashioned and ‘donkre grondstof’. Leaving aside the question whether this is a good translation, it appears too dated in comparison with the original English text. Even though it is clear that the fragment in Pullman’s epigraph is not a modern piece of text, it is better readable than Gutteling’s translation. Therefore it seems useful to look at the most recent translation: Peter Verstegen’s Het paradijs verloren. In his foreword Verstegen mentions that he did not use Milton’s latinising sentence structure, as that would produce a “curiosity” (Verstegen 5, own translation). This results in a more readable translation of Paradise Lost which appears more suitable for Northern Lights:
“Aan deze woeste afgrond
(De schoot van de natuur, misschien haar graf),
Bestaand uit zee noch kust, uit lucht noch vuur,
Maar alles, zwaar van doel, dooreengeroerd,
Dus steeds in strijd, zolang niet God Almachtig
Zijn donkere elementen weer een wereld
Zal laten scheppen, aan dit woeste diep,
De grens der hel, stond Satan die behoedzaam
Rondzag en peinsde hoe hij reizen zou” (Verstegen 76).
Apart from the fact that this passage seems more fitting, the term ‘dark materials’ is translated in a more appropriate way as well, namely with ‘donkere elementen’, a term which suits Lord Asriel’s explanation of Dust as being some kind of elementary particle.
Even though the extra dimension will not pose too many difficulties, there are some other distinguishing characteristics of the text which resulted from close reading and that might turn out challenging for the translator. 
One alienating characteristic of the text is Lyra’s use of language, which is broad and informal. For example: “And they was all working on some plan. I  dunno what it was, only they was going to make me help her get kids for ‘em”; “Well, first they never knew that I knew some kids what had been took” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 89);  “And the Ambassador was in a fix then…” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 97); “I meant to rescue my friend Roger the kitchen boy from Jordan who was took”; “So you oughter take me, Lord Faa…” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 104). Besides Lyra’s un-grammatical and informal language, she also makes use of what Walsh calls “archaisms” (Walsh 244), but is really more so an old-fashioned choice of words, or at least words that a girl her age would probably not use. For example, when she shows Farder Coram how she reads the alethiometer, she explains that: “Because I thought the serpent was cunning, like a spy ought to be, and the crucible could mean knowledge, what you kind of distill…” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 107). In this fragment, the words ‘serpent’, ‘cunning’ and ‘distill’ all are words that deviate from the normal language use of an eleven-year old. 
Of these translation challenges, the un-grammaticality of the language is the most difficult for the translator. It often appears that English lends itself better for this kind of un-grammaticality than Dutch, in which similar attempts often come across as artificial. So, even though in this case it is an important characteristic of the novel and it should certainly not be deleted in a translation, it is important to keep within limits. Lyra’s un-grammatical use of language often lies in the wrong use of verbs. For example, in combination with ‘had been’ she uses the past ‘took’ instead of the past participle ‘taken’. In Dutch, a translator will not copy this into his or her translation, because whereas “…they never knew that I knew some kids what had been took” is deviant but not bothering, “… ze wisten niet dat ik een paar kinderen kende die waren meegeneemd” or something similar, sounds childish and will probably bother the readers. A solution could be using the word ‘hun’ instead of ‘ze/zij’ for ‘they’. This is un-grammatical in Dutch, but not uncommon and could therefore present a subtle solution. Another option would be to, within limits, integrate words and/or constructions from a Dutch dialect, for example words from the broad Amsterdam dialect. This is also demotic and recognisable as a dialect and would not easily be mistaken for a childish intervention or an error by the translator. Examples would be the word ‘zeit’ instead of ‘zei’ in ‘ze zeit…’ (‘she said…), replacing the affix ‘- je’ by ‘- ie’, or ‘der ware…’ instead of ‘er waren…’ (‘They’re were…’). One disadvantage is that the translator has to make him or herself familiar with the specific dialect so that he or she can stay consistent and credible. 
The old-fashioned words that Lyra sometimes uses also form part of the textual characteristics of the source text that are relevant for the translation and therefore need to be maintained in the target text as well. In contrast to Lyra’s un-grammatical use of language, this particular characteristic will not pose too many difficulties as they often have a suitable equivalent. For example: ‘serpent’ can be translated with ‘serpent’, ‘cunning’ with ‘listig’ or ‘geslepen’ and ‘distill’ with ‘distilleren’ or ‘achterhalen’. These are in Dutch too, words which would normally not belong to the vocabulary of the average eleven-year old.
Another challenge for the translator will be the alien elements in the textual world, the elements that the readers are not familiar with. These are difficult to class: they could be defined as realia since they belong to a certain culture, namely that of Lyra’s world. However, that culture is one which is unfamiliar to the readers of the target text as well as to the readers of the source text. This unfamiliarity though, does not necessarily have to pose problems. The translator has more freedom in translating these elements than when translating elements that do exist in the source culture and may already have an equivalent in the target language. In this case, when searching for a good translation, a translator should determine whether a term is randomly made up by the author or not and if not, should try to discover the author’s reason for choosing that particular term. To retrieve the author’s intention is hard and often even impossible, but in the case of Philip Pullman, there are dozens of websites and interviews that a translator can turn to, to look for his motivations. Besides the previously mentioned Srafopedia website, there is one website that proves particularly helpful: on http://www.robotwisdom.com/jorn/darkmaterials.html one can find the annotations for the His Dark Materials trilogy with references to interviews with the author himself and links to where the information on the website was retrieved from.
For example, one of the most salient alien elements is the dæmon. In relation to the choice for this word, the following can be found: 
“daemon: "[How did you come up with the idea of dæmons?] When I first saw Lyra in my mind's eye, there was someone or something close by, which I realised was an important part of her. When I wrote the first four words of Northern Lights-- 'Lyra and her daemon'-- the relationship suddenly sprang into focus." … “it wasn't working until they appeared. But as soon as they did, I realized what I could do with the story, and the whole thing fell into place." … "One clear origin is Socrates' daimon. Another is the old idea of the guardian angel.”” (Barger).
The ‘æ’ symbol is part of what makes a dæmon alien, but appears, after a search based on Pullman’s above stated motives, also to be the traditional Roman way to write it, rather than an exotic way of spelling the more common word ‘demon’. This word ‘demon’ refers to a malignant spirit in Christian tradition, and a ‘daimon’ is the name for a malevolent spirit in the Greek religion. Using a word that is pronounced as ‘demon’ would then be wide off the mark. In Dutch, the translation of the English ‘daemon’ is ‘daimon’, but that word comes across as somewhat ordinary compared to ‘dæmon’. However, since the Dutch ‘daimon’ was also derived, of course, from the Latin word ‘dæmon’, this spelling can be adopted in Dutch too.
	So, it can be said that these alien elements of Lyra’s world, although they may allow more freedom, are a challenge to translate as there are no equivalents yet. However, much information can be found on Pullman´s reasons to use particular words. This simplifies the translation process, as the translator now has a basis to start from. In the case of these alien fantasy terms then, the translator can and maybe should use a foreignising strategy. This does not mean that the term can be left as it appears in the source text. It has to be adapted to the target language, but in such a way that it is still an alien term, just as it is for the source text readers.
Although it is unfeasible to discuss every translation difficulty in detail here, it seems useful to give another example to point out the complexity of the unfamiliar elements in Northern Lights. A big translation difficulty in Northern Lights is formed by the gyptians and their origins. Firstly, there is that name: gyptians. Pullman came up with this word because the English word ‘gypsies’ is derived from ‘Egyptians’, as many gypsies declared that they originally came from Egypt. Unfortunately, of the Dutch equivalent ‘zigeuner’ the etymology is unclear and therefore not a good or even irrelevant starting point: What is more, something along the lines of ‘zigyptenaar’ is not nearly as catchy as the source term. ‘Romaan’ seems an option. Derived from the word ‘Roma’ – an ethnic group often referred to as gypsies – and with an exotic ring to it, it comes close to ‘gyptian’. Both of the words remind the reader of a foreign country or city, without actually spelling it. Also, the fact that Rome does not have anything to do with the gyptians does not matter: in Northern Lights itself, there are no suggestions made that links exist with Egypt. However, the question is whether many Dutch readers associate ‘Roma’ with gypsies, as it does not have the same similarity to it as ‘gyptians’ has to ‘gypsies’. If not, then this word will not evoke the connotation it should. Ronald Jonkers, the Dutch translator of Northern Lights, came up with the highly creative term ‘zigeuzen’, originated, he says, after he saw “the parallel with our native rebellious watergeuzen” (personal communication).Yet, here arises the same problem, as many younger readers will not know what the ‘watergeuzen’ are or what they did. Thus, the question is whether the translator should go for a term that sounds like ‘zigeuners’ or for a translation which contains the exotic element. In this particular case, it can be said that, although it does not have an exotic association, Jonkers’s ‘zigeuzen’ would be the better translation, as it is catchy and will be immediately associated with ‘zigeuners’ because of the similarity in spelling and sound. But the gyptians give rise to more challenges. Secondly and less complicated, the gyptians travel on narrowboats, a very British means of transport. Even though we have decided to leave in the British elements, for this word an exception should be made for it would not sound familiar to and evoke associations with most of the younger readers. The Dutch equivalent ‘kanaalboot’ is a good option here. The greatest challenge of the gyptians however, is their roots. Their stronghold lies in the fens of Eastern Anglia: 
“The furthest fringe of it mingled indistinguishably with the creeks and tidal inlets of the shallow sea, and the other side of the sea mingled indistinguishably with Holland; and parts of the fens had been drained and dyked by Hollanders, some of whom had settled there; so the language of the fens was thick with Dutch” (Pullman, His Dark Materials 84). 
And indeed, there is a lot of so-called Fen-Dutch to be read. The gyptians speak, for example, of the Zaal, the place where all the gyptian families assemble for a big meeting and there, the reader is introduced to people with names like Raymond van Gerrit, Benjamin de Ruyter, Dirk de Vries and Ruud and Nellie Koopman. However, chances are that in a book written in Dutch, Dutch names and words like these will not have the exotic effect as it has on English speaking readers. Oddly enough then, in this situation, a foreignising strategy at first sight seems to have a domesticating effect. However, the question is to which extent this is true. There are so many references to Holland – the location, mentioning of the floods of 1953 – , that it would not make sense to substitute the gyptians’ ties to the Dutch with, for example, the Danish or the Belgians. Those changes could be seen as too drastic, as it would be a rigorous change from the source text. Also, since the book is still set in a world that looks like Great Britain and none of the other names in the book need to be domesticated or changed into a Dutch sounding and looking name, these Fen-Dutch names will still attract attention, even to readers who are Dutch themselves. For a word such as the ‘Zaal’, the explanation of Fen-Dutch, the use of the capital letter and the fact that the reader’s attention has already been attracted by the Dutch names, will probably result in the reader realising that this is one of these Fen-Dutch words, and that is exactly the intended purpose of the narrator.
The fact that Northern Lights takes place in another world is essential and in itself a concept not difficult to translate. However, in contrast to the previously discussed translation challenges of the alien elements in the text, it is highly important to acknowledge that Lyra’s world is also one which uses concepts that are recognisable for its readers and therefore pose another challenge for translators. Most of those concepts will be familiar for the whole or at least Western Europe: as mentioned previously, we are familiar with the Catholic Church, Genesis, the story of Adam and Eve. We also have the similar associations with the North, witches and Tartars. Yet, it is important to notice that Lyra’s story takes place against the background of Oxford, England, with its accompanying colleges and scholars. A British reader familiar with these notions is bound to take more out of it than a reader who is not: the combination of something so commonplace with elements so alien (anbaric lights, people by the name of gyptians, the marshlands of Eastern Anglia, photograms, coal spirit, dæmons, Dust, etc.) is certainly one of the strengths of the book. So, the sixth chief translation challenge then is how to translate the familiar characteristics of Lyra’s world. In Northern Lights, these familiarities make up for the realia, the “culture specific terms and expressions” (Grit 279, own translation) and can be defined as the “Britishness” of the text. Julia Eccleshare’s article can be of aid here. She looked at factors of success of some children’s books which made the step from the British to the American market and notes in response to the American success of the very British Harry Potter books that: “Children seem readily able to reinvent locations, happily imposing their own local geography on top of the unfamiliar one that may be described” (Eccleshare 27). However, it must be added here that Eccleshare wrote her article in 2000, so even though at that time the British culture might have been unfamiliar to the young readers, almost a decade and seven Harry Potter books later, it could be argued that the American readers’ knowledge of the British culture has increased and that now the United Kingdom is indeed associated with historic buildings, professors, scholars and a completely different school system. If this is the case for American readers, then this is certainly true for Dutch readers. Not only did J.K. Rowling’s novels call in at the Netherlands too, and with the same success and probably the same implications, the Netherlands are relatively close to the United Kingdom and know similarities to its culture. As a result, it can be argued that to Dutch readers, the British elements in Northern Lights will not strike them as alien, at least not to the extent as if it would belong to a different world. In the light of this text it is important that readers recognise the difference of that which is real and that which is different and even the younger Dutch reader will be able to do that. As for the translation then, domestication does not seem necessary: it is not required to tell the story against the background of a Dutch town famous for its university, for example, and foreignisation is the strategy the translator should use here.
In the next chapter, certain translation problems will be discussed in more detail in my own translation of fragments of the book.


























As the content of the book and its general translation problems have already been explained in the previous chapters, this paragraph will consider the translation difficulties and the context of the translated fragment underneath.
To begin with the context, the translation below is the translation of a large part of chapter twenty-one: “Lord Asriel’s Betrayal”. This chapter takes place towards the end of the book. At this point, Lyra has already experienced most of her adventures: she has travelled to the North, found out who her real parents are, saved her friend Roger and the other children in Bolvangar from the Gobblers and helped Iorek Byrnison back on the throne. Now it is time for her last mission: to find out about Dust and to do that which she convinced herself has been her task all along: to return the alethiometer to Lord Asriel. She sets out after Iorek Byrnison kills Iofur Raknison in a single combat and Iorek takes over the reigns over Svalbard. His victory means that Lord Asriel is no longer a captive – as the panserbjørne no longer work together with Mrs. Coulter – and Lyra can go to her father to deliver the alethiometer to him before Mrs. Coulter, who is on her way to Svalbard, can take it from her. The translation starts at the point where Roger and Lyra, together with some bears set out to the house in which Asriel is being held captive. 
I have chosen for this particular chapter because here the complex extra dimension, which makes up for the main crossover characteristics of this novel, is put forward the most. It is the chapter in which Lord Asriel explains about Dust, its connection with the story of the Fall of Man, the Church and the role which this institute plays. It also builds up to the climax of the story and is therefore of major importance to the story and also exciting to read.
In addition, this part of the book contains many of the translation problems discussed in the previous chapter. These include intertextuality, Lyra’s and Roger’s use of language, realia and elements which are characteristics of Lyra’s world. How I have dealt with the different translation problems can be found in the endnotes of the translation.

4.2	Translation
Het onthaal van lord Asriel
Lyra reed op een sterke jonge beer en Roger ook​[14]​, terwijl Iorek onvermoeibaar vooropging en er een groep volgde die gewapend met een vuurslinger​[15]​ de rugzijde bewaakte.
De weg ernaartoe was lang en moeilijk. De binnenlanden van Spitsbergen​[16]​ waren bergachtig, met een wirwar van pieken en steile bergkammen, diep doorgroefd met ravijnen en steil aflopende valleien en de kou was intens. Lyra dacht terug aan de soepellopende sleeën van de zigeuzen​[17]​ op weg naar Bolvangar​[18]​: achteraf​[19]​ leek die expeditie​[20]​ zo snel en gemakkelijk! Ze had nog nooit zo’n snijdende kou gevoeld​[21]​, of misschien was de beer waarop ze reed niet zo lichtvoetig als Iorek, of misschien was ze gewoon uitgeput. Wat het ook was​[22]​, het ging verschrikkelijk moeizaam.
Ze wist niet goed waar ze heen gingen of hoe ver het nog was. Ze wist alleen wat de oudere beer Søren Eisarson haar had verteld terwijl ze de vuurslinger gereedmaakten. Hij was betrokken geweest bij de onderhandelingen met lord​[23]​ Asriel over de voorwaarden van zijn gevangenschap en hij wist het nog goed.
Eerst, vertelde hij, beschouwden de beren van Spitsbergen lord Asriel niet anders dan andere politici, koningen of onruststokers die naar hun kille eiland waren verbannen. De gevangenen waren belangrijk, anders waren ze wel meteen door hun eigen volk gedood:​[24]​ misschien zouden ze ooit nog eens van waarde kunnen zijn voor de beren als hun politieke lot veranderde en de gevangenen​[25]​ in hun eigen land op de troon terugkeerden. ​[26]​Het zou de beren dus misschien nog iets opleveren als ze hun gevangenen niet wreed en respectloos zouden behandelen.
Lord Asriel leefde in Spitsbergen dus niet onder omstandigheden die slechter of beter dan die van honderden andere bannelingen voor hem. Maar er waren bepaalde dingen waardoor zijn gevangenbewaarders meer op hun hoede waren voor hem dan voor vroegere gevangen​[27]​. Er hing een sfeer van mysterie en bovennatuurlijk gevaar rond alles dat met Stof te maken had, er was de duidelijke paniek bij de mensen die hem hier hadden gebracht en dan waren er ook nog de privégesprekken tussen Mevrouw Kouter​[28]​ en Iofur Raknison.
Bovendien hadden de beren nog nooit iemand gezien die zo arrogant en heerszuchtig was. Hij overheerste door zijn krachtige en welbespraakte manier van betogen zelfs Iofur Raknison en hij had hem overgehaald om zijn eigen woning te mogen kiezen.
De eerste die hij toegewezen kreeg lag te laag, zei hij. Hij had een hoge plek nodig, boven de rook en de drukte van de vuurmijnen en de smederijen. Hij overhandigde​[29]​ de beren een ontwerp van de woonruimte die hij wilde en zei​[30]​ hen waar het moet komen; en hij kocht ze om met goud en hij vleide en intimideerde Iofur Raknison en met een verbijsterde bereidwilligheid gingen de beren aan het werk. Al snel was er een huis verrezen op een landtong met uitzicht​[31]​ op het noorden: een ruime en stevige woning met haarden die op grote kolenblokken brandden die waren uitgegraven en versjouwd door de beren en met grote ramen van echt glas. Daar woonde hij, een gevangene die zich gedroeg als een koning.
En toen begon hij de materialen te verzamelen voor een laboratorium.
Hij liet fanatiek boeken, gereedschappen, chemicaliën en allerlei werktuigen en apparatuur bezorgen. En op de een of andere manier was het ook nog gekomen, hier of daar vandaan, soms​[32]​ in het volle zicht, soms binnengesmokkeld door het bezoek waarvan hij had volgehouden dat hij daar recht op had. Over land, over zee en door de lucht had lord Asriel zijn materialen verzameld en binnen zes maanden van zijn opsluiting had hij alles wat hij wilde.
En dus begon hij te werken, te denken, plannen te smeden en dingen uit te rekenen terwijl hij wachtte op dat ene dat hij nodig had om het karwei uit te voeren waar de Offerande Commissie​[33]​ zo verschrikkelijk bang voor was. Het kwam steeds dichterbij.

Lyra ving een eerste glimp op van haar vaders gevangenis toen Iorek Byrnison onderaan een richel halt hield zodat de kinderen zich even konden bewegen en de benen konden strekken, want ze begonnen gevaarlijk koud en stijf te worden.
	“Kijk daarboven,” zei hij.
	Een brede onbegroeide helling van naar beneden gevallen stenen en ijs, waarin moeizaam een pad was vrijgemaakt, leidde omhoog naar een steile rots die zich aftekende tegen de hemel. Er was geen aurora, maar de sterren fonkelden. De steile rots was zwart en dreigend, maar op de top stond een groot gebouw waaruit gul licht stroomde in alle richtingen: niet het rokerige inconsistente schijnsel van  zeehondenvetlampen​[34]​ of het verblindende witte licht​[35]​ van anbarische​[36]​ schijnwerpers, maar de warme roomzachte gloed van nafta​[37]​.
	De ramen waar het licht uitkwam lieten ook de ontzagwekkende macht van lord Asriel zien. Glas was duur en grote ramen​[38]​ waren hitteverkwisters in deze woeste luchtstreken, dus om ze hier te zien was een teken van rijkdom en macht dat veel groter was dan het onbeduidende paleis van Iofur Raknison.
	Lyra en Roger stegen voor de laatste keer op en Iorek ging ze voor, de helling op naar het huis. Er was een binnenplaats dat diep onder de sneeuw lag en was omgeven door een lage muur en toen Iorek het hek open duwde, hoorden ze ergens in het huis een bel rinkelen.
	Lyra stapte af. Ze kon bijna niet meer staan. Ze hielp Roger ook naar beneden en elkaar ondersteunend strompelden de kinderen door de heuphoge​[39]​ sneeuw naar de trap van het huis.
	O, de warmte die er binnen in dat huis zou zijn! O, de vredige rust! Ze reikte naar de hendel van de bel, maar voordat ze hem kon pakken, ging de deur open. Er was een kleine, flauw verlichte hal die de warme lucht binnenhield en onder de lamp stond een figuur die ze herkende: lord Asriels knecht Thorold en zijn pinscherdæmon​[40]​ ​[41]​Anfang. 
	Lyra deed moe haar capuchon af.
	“Wie…” begon Thorold, en toen zag hij wie het was en zei: “Toch niet Lyra? Kleine Lyra? Is dit een droom?”
	Hij reikte achter zich om de binnendeur open te doen.
	Een zaal met een kolenvuur dat brandde in een stenen haard, warm naftalicht dat scheen op vloerkleden, leren stoelen, glanzend hout… Lyra had zoiets niet meer gezien sinds ze Jordan​[42]​ College had verlaten en ze moest ervan naar adem happen.
	De sneeuwpanterdæmon van lord Asriel gromde.
	Lyra’s vader stond daar, eerst stond zijn gezicht streng, triomfantelijk en enthousiast, daarna trok hij wit weg, zijn ogen werden groot, in afschuw, toen hij zijn dochter herkende.
	“Nee! Nee!”
	Hij wankelde naar achteren en greep zich vast aan de schoorsteenmantel. Lyra kon zich niet bewegen. 
 ‘Ga weg!” schreeuwde lord Asriel. “Draai je om, ga weg, ga! Ik heb niet om jou gevraagd!” 
	Ze kreeg niets over haar lippen. Ze deed haar mond twee keer open, drie keer en kreeg het toen voor elkaar om te zeggen: 
	“Nee, nee, ik ben gekomen omdat –“
	Hij zag er ontzet uit, bij bleef zijn hoofd maar schudden, hij stak zijn handen uit​[43]​ alsof hij haar op die manier wilde afweren. Ze kon zijn angst niet geloven.
	“Ze kwam een stap dichterbij om hem gerust te stellen en Roger kwam naast haar staan, bang. Hun dæmonen fladderden de warmte in en even later streek lord Asriel met zijn hand over zijn voorhoofd en herstelde hij een beetje. Terwijl hij naar de twee kinderen keek, kwam de kleur weer terug in zijn wangen.
	“Lyra,” zei hij. “Ben jij het echt, Lyra​[44]​?”
	“ Ja, oom Asriel,” zei ze, terwijl ze zich bedacht dat dit misschien niet het juiste moment was om op hun ware verwantschap in te gaan. “Ik kwam je de alethiometer​[45]​ brengen van de meester van Jordan.”
	“Ja, natuurlijk,” zei hij. “Wie is dit?”	
	“Dat is Roger Parslow,” zei ze. “Hij is de keukenknecht van Jordan College. Maar—“
	“Hoe ben je hier gekomen?”
	“Ik wou net vertellen dat Iorek Byrnison buiten staat, hij heeft ons hier naartoe gebracht. Hij is helemaal vanuit Trollesund met me meegekomen en we hebben Iofur beetgenomen—“
	“Wie is Iorek Byrnison?”
	“ Een gewapende beer. Hij heeft ons hierheen gebracht.”
	“Thorold,” riep hij, “laat voor deze kinderen een warm bad volstromen en maak wat te eten voor ze. Dan moeten ze gaan slapen. Hun kleren zijn vies, zoek iets wat ze kunnen aantrekken. Doe het nu, terwijl ik met die beer ga praten.”
	Lyra voelde zich duizelig. Misschien was het de hitte, of misschien was het opluchting. Ze zag de knecht een buiging maken en de zaal verlaten en lord Asriel het halletje ingaan en de deur achter zich dichtdoen en toen liet ze zich half vallen in de dichtstbijzijnde stoel.
	Even later al, leek het, begon Thorold tegen haar te praten.
	“Volg mij maar, juffrouw,” zei hij, en ze hees zichzelf omhoog en ging samen met Roger naar een warme badkamer, waar zachte handdoeken aan een verwarmde stang hingen en waar een tobbe met water stoomde in het naftalicht.
	“Ga jij maar eerst,” zei Lyra. Ik ga om het hoekje​[46]​ zitten,​[47]​ dan kunnen we praten.”
	En dus  ging Roger, terwijl hij moest terugdeinzen en naar adem snakken vanwege de warmte, naar binnen en waste hij zich. Ze hadden al vaker samen naakt gezwommen, dartelend​[48]​ in de Theems​[49]​ of de Cherwell​[50]​ met andere kinderen, maar dit was anders.
	“Ik ben bang voor je oom,” zei Roger door de deuropening. “Ik bedoel je vader.”
	“Je kan hem beter mijn oom blijven noemen. Ik ben ook bang voor hem, soms.”
	“Toen we binnenkwamen, zag hij me eerst niet eens. Hij zag alleen jou. En hij was geschokt, totdat hij mij zag. Toen kalmeerde hij meteen.”
	“Hij schrok gewoon,” zei Lyra. “ Dat doet iedereen, die iemand ziet die hij niet verwacht. Hij zag me die een keer in de Bovenkamer​[51]​ voor het laatst. Het moet wel een verrassing zijn.”
	“Nee,” zei Roger, “het is meer dan dat. Hij kijkt naar me als een wolf, of zoiets.”
	“Dat verbeeld je je maar.”
	“Nietes. Ik ben banger voor hem dan ik voor mevrouw Kouter was en dat meen ik.”
	Hij spetterde water over zichzelf heen. Lyra pakte de alethiometer.
	“Wil je dat ik de symbolenlezer ernaar vraag?” zei Lyra.
	“Nou ja, kweenie​[52]​. Sommige dingen weet ik liever niet. ’T lijkt alsof alles dat​[53]​ ik heb gehoord sinds de Lokkers zijn gekomen , dat alles slecht was. Elke vijf minuten gebeurde er wel weer iets vervelends. Net als nu, dit bad is lekker en er hangt daar een lekker warme handdoek voor over ongeveer vijf minuten. En als ik droog ben, kan ik misschien nadenken over iets lekkers te eten, maar verder dan dat kan ik niet denken. En als ik heb gegeten, heb ik misschien wel zin in dutje in een gemakkelijk bed. Maar daarna weet ik het niet, Lyra. We hebben verschrikkelijke dingen gezien​[54]​. En er staan ons waarschijnlijk nog meer te wachten. Dus ik geloof dat ik liever niet weet hoe de toekomst eruitziet. Ik hou het wel even bij vandaag.”
	“Ja,” zei Lyra vermoeid. “Soms denk ik dat ook.”
	Dus hoewel ze de althiometer nog even in haar handen hield, was het alleen maar als steun, ze draaide niet aan wieltjes en ze schonk geen aandacht aan het slingeren van de naald. Pantaleon​[55]​ keek stilletjes toe.
	Nadat ze zich allebei gewassen hadden en wat brood en kaas hadden gegeten en wat wijn en heet water hadden gedronken, zei de knecht Thorold, “De jongen moet naar bed. Ik zal hem voorgaan​[56]​. De mijnheer vraagt of jij bij hem kan komen in de bibliotheek, juffrouw Lyra.”
	“Lyra vond lord Asriel in een kamer waarvan de grote ramen uitkeken over de bevroren zee ver beneden hen. Er brandde een kolenvuur onder een grote schoorsteenmantel en er was een flauw brandende naftalamp, dus er waren weinig storende weerspiegelingen tussen de inzittenden en het sombere, door sterren verlichte uitzicht. Lord Asriel, die achterovergeleund in een grote leunstoel zat aan de ene kant van het vuur, wenkte haar om in de andere stoel te gaan zitten tegenover hem.
	“Je vriend Iorek Byrnison is buiten aan het uitrusten,” zei hij. “Hij is liever in de kou.”
	“Heeft hij je​[57]​ verteld van zijn gevecht met Iofur Raknison?”
	“Niet alle details. Maar ik heb eruit opgemaakt dat hij nu de koning is van Spitsbergen. Is dat waar?”
	“ Natuurlijk is dat waar. Iorek liegt nooit.”
	“Hij lijkt erop dat hij zichzelf heeft aangewezen als jouw oppasser.”
	“Nee. John Faa heeft hem gevraagd om op me te passen en daarom doet hij het. Hij gehoorzaamt de bevelen van John Faa.”
	“Wat heeft John Faa hiermee te maken?”
	“Dat vertel ik je als jij mij ook iets vertelt,” zei ze. “Je bent m’n vader toch?”
	“Ja. En dus?”
	“Dus, dat had je me eerder moeten vertellen, dus. Zulke dingen moet je niet geheim houden voor mensen, want zij voelen zich dom als ze erachter komen en dat is gemeen. Wat had het uitgemaakt als ik had geweten dat ik je dochter was? Je had het jaren geleden al kunnen vertellen. Je had het me kunnen vertellen en me kunnen vragen om het geheim te houden en dat zou ik gedaan hebben, maakt niet uit hoe jong ik was, dat zou ik gedaan hebben als je dat aan me had gevraagd. Ik zou zo trots geweest zijn dat niets het uit me had kunnen trekken als jij me had gevraagd het geheim te houden. Maar dat heb je nooit gedaan. Je hebt het aan andere mensen verteld, maar nooit aan mij.”
	“Wie heeft het aan jou verteld?”
	“John Faa,”
	“Heeft hij je ook over je moeder verteld?”
“Ja.”
	“Dan heb ik niet veel meer te vertellen. Ik geloof niet dat ik verhoord en veroordeeld wil worden door een brutaal kind. Ik wil weten wat je gezien en gehoord hebt op weg hier naartoe.”
	“Ik heb je toch die rot-alethiometer gebracht?” barstte Lyra uit. Ze was bijna in tranen. “Ik heb er al op gepast vanaf Jordan, ik heb het bewaard en verborgen​[58]​ gehouden, tijdens alles wat we hebben meegemaakt. En ik heb geleerd hoe ik het moet gebruiken en ik heb het dit hele roteind bij me gedragen terwijl ik ook op had kunnen geven en veilig had kunnen zijn en je hebt niet eens dank je gezegd of laten zien dat je blij bent om me te zien. Ik weet niet waarom ik het gedaan heb. Maar ik heb het gedaan en ik ben doorgegaan, zelfs in Iofur Raknisons stinkpaleis met al die beren om me heen ben ik doorgegaan, helemaal alleen en ik heb hem aangepraat dat hij met Iorek moest vechten zodat ik hierheen kon komen om jou te helpen…. En toen je me dan zag, viel je bijkans​[59]​ flauw, alsof ik iets afschuwelijks was dat je nooit meer wilde zien. Jij bent geen mens, lord Asriel. Jij bent niet mijn vader. Mijn vader zou me zo niet behandelen. Want​[60]​ vaders zouden van hun dochters moeten houden. Jij houdt niet van me en ik hou niet van jou en zo is het. Ik hou van Farder Coram en ik hou van Iorek Byrnison; ik hou meer van een gewapende beer dan van mijn vader. En Iorek Byrnison houdt vast meer van me dan jij.”
	“Jij zei zelf dat hij alleen maar bevelen opvolgt van John Faa. Als je sentimenteel gaat doen, ga ik mijn tijd niet lopen te verdoen door met jou te praten.”
	“Oké​[61]​, hier is je rot-alethiometer, ik ga terug met Iorek.”
	“Waar naartoe?”
	“Terug naar het paleis. Hij kan tegen mevrouw Kouter en de Offerande Commissie vechten als ze komen opdagen. Als hij verliest, ga ik ook dood, maakt me niks uit​[62]​. Als hij wint, laten we Lee Scoresby komen en dan zweef ik weg in zijn ballon en—“
	“Wie is Lee Scoresby?”
	“Een aeronaut. Hij heeft ons hierheen gebracht en toen zijn we neergestort. Alsjeblieft, hier is de alethiometer. Alles doet het nog​[63]​.”
	Hij maakte geen aanstalten hem aan te pakken en ze legde hem op de koperen haardrand.
“En ik neem aan dat ik je moet vertellen dat mevrouw Kouter op weg is naar Spitsbergen en zodra ze hoort wat er is gebeurd met Iofur Raknison zal ze hierheen komen. In een zeppelin, met een heleboel soldaten en ze gaan ons allemaal vermoorden, in opdracht van het Magisterium.”
“Ze kunnen hier nooit komen,” zei hij kalm.
Hij was zo kalm en ontspannen dat haar boosheid een beetje minder werd.
“Dat weet je niet,” zei ze onzeker.
“Jawel.”
“Heb jij dan een alethiometer?”
“Daar heb ik geen alethiometer voor nodig. En nu wil ik alles horen over je reis, Lyra. Begin bij het begin. Vertel alles.”
En dat deed ze. Ze begon te vertellen over hoe ze zich verstopte in de Bovenkamer en ging door met de Lokkers die Roger ontvoerden en haar tijd bij mevrouw Kouter en al het andere dat gebeurd was.
Het was een lang verhaal en toen ze klaar was, zei ze, “Er is één ding dat ik wil weten en ik vind dat ik het recht heb om het te weten, net zoals dat ik het recht had om te weten wie ik echt was. En aangezien je me dat niet hebt verteld, moet je me dit wel vertellen, om het goed te maken​[64]​. Dus: was is Stof? En waarom is iedereen er zo bang voor?”
Hij keek haar aan alsof hij aan het bedenken was of ze wel zou begrijpen wat hij zou gaan vertellen. Hij had haar nog nooit echt serieus genomen, bedacht ze zich: tot nu toe was hij altijd een volwassene geweest die een kind blij maakte met een leuk kunstje. Maar het leek erop dat hij nu dacht dat ze er klaar voor was.
“Stof is waardoor de alethiometer werkt,” zei hij. 
“Aha… Dat dacht ik al! Maar wat nog meer? Hoe hebben ze het ontdekt?”
“Eigenlijk heeft de Kerk er altijd al vanaf geweten. Ze preken al eeuwenlang over Stof, alleen noemden ze het anders.”
“Maar een paar jaar geleden ontdekte de Moskoviet​[65]​ Boris Mikhailovitch Rusakov een nieuw soort elementaire deeltjes. Heb je wel eens gehoord van elektronen, fotonen en neutrino’s en zo? Ze worden elementaire deeltjes genoemd omdat je ze niet verder kan splitsen: er zit niets anders in dan zijzelf. Nou, deze nieuwe deeltjes waren inderdaad elementair, maar ze waren erg moeilijk te meten omdat ze niet op een normale manier​[66]​ reageerden. Het was voor Rusakov het moeilijkst om te begrijpen waarom het nieuwe deeltje zich leek te verzamelen waar mensen waren, alsof ze tot ons aangetrokken werden. En vooral tot volwassenen. Ook tot kinderen, maar totdat hun dæmonen een vaste vorm hadden aangenomen in een veel mindere mate. Tijdens de pubertijd beginnen ze meer Stof aan te trekken en dan bezinkt​[67]​ het op hen net zoals het bezinkt op volwassenen.
“Nu is het zo dat al dit soort ontdekkingen, omdat ze betrekking hebben op de doctrines van de Kerk, gemeld moeten worden via het Magisterium in Genève. En Rusakovs ontdekking was zo onwaarschijnlijk en vreemd dat de inspecteur van het Consistoriale Hof van Discipline Rusakov ervan verdacht bezeten te zijn door de duivel. Hij voerde een duivelbezwering uit in het laboratorium, hij verhoorde Rusakov volgens de gebruiken van de Inquisitie, maar uiteindelijk moesten ze accepteren dat Rusakov de waarheid sprak​[68]​ en ze niet voor de gek hield: Stof bestond echt.
“Maar toen bleven ze zitten met het probleem dat ze moesten beslissen wat het was. En gezien de aard van de Kerk, was er maar één ding waar ze voor konden kiezen. Het Magisterium besloot dat Stof het tastbare bewijs was voor de erfzonde. Weet je wat de erfzonde is?”
Ze vertrok haar lippen. Het leek wel alsof terug was op Jordan, waar ze overhoord werd over iets dat haar maar half was geleerd. “Een beetje,” zei ze.
“Niet waar. Loop naar de plank naast mijn bureau en breng me de Bijbel.”
Dat deed Lyra en ze gaf het grote zwarte boek aan haar vader.
“Je kan je nog wel het verhaal van Adam en Eva herinneren?”
“Tuurlijk,” zei ze. “Ze mocht niet van het fruit eten en de serpent​[69]​ verleidde haar en toen deed ze het toch...”
“En wat gebeurde er toen?”
“Hmm… ze werden weggestuurd. God stuurde ze weg uit het hof.”
“God had ze verboden van het fruit te eten, want dan zouden ze dood gaan. Vergeet niet dat ze naakt waren in dat hof, ze waren zoals kinderen, hun dæmonen namen elke vorm aan die ze wilden. Maar toen gebeurde er dit.”
Hij sloeg hoofdstuk drie van Genesis open en  las: 
“En de vrouw zeide tot de slang: Van de vrucht der bomen dezes hofs zullen wij eten;
“Maar van de vrucht des booms, die in het midden des hofs is, heeft God gezegd: Gij zult van die niet eten, noch die aanroeren, opdat gij niet sterft.
“Toen zeide de slang tot de vrouw: Gijlieden zult den dood niet sterven;
“Maar God weet, dat, ten dage als gij daarvan eet, zo zullen uw ogen geopend worden, en gij zult als God wezen, kennende het goed en het kwaad.
“En de vrouw zag, dat die boom goed was tot spijze, en dat hij een lust was voor de ogen, ja, een boom, die begeerlijk was om verstandig te maken; en zij nam van zijn vrucht en at; en zij gaf ook haar man met haar, en hij at.​[70]​
“Toen werden hun beider ogen geopend, en zij werden gewaar van de ware vorm van hun dæmonen en zij spraken met hen.
“Maar toen de man en de vrouw gewaar werden van hun eigen dæmonen, wisten zij beiden dat een grote verandering hen ten dele was gevallen, daar tot dat ogenblik het had geschenen dat zij een waren met de schepselen van de aarde en de lucht en er geen verschil tussen hen was:
“En hun beider ogen werden geopend en zij kenden het goed en het kwaad​[71]​, en zij werden gewaar, dat zij naakt waren; en zij hechtten vijgeboombladeren samen, en maakten zich schorten...”​[72]​ 
Hij deed het boek dicht.
“En zo kwam zonde in de wereld,” zei hij, “zonde en schaamte en dood. Het kwam toen hun dæmonen een vaste vorm aannamen.”
“Maar…” Lyra had moeite om de goede woorden te vinden: “maar het is niet waar toch? Niet waar zoals scheikunde en techniek, niet waar op die manier? Adam en Eva bestonden niet echt, toch? De Geleerde​[73]​ uit Cassington heeft me verteld dat het gewoon een soort van sprookje was.”
“De Cassingtonbeurs wordt van oudsher aan een vrijdenker gegegeven, het is zijn taak om het geloof van de Geleerden op de proef te stellen. Het is logisch dat hij dat heeft gezegd. Maar stel je Adam en Eva voor als een denkbeeldig getal, als de vierkantswortel van min één: Er is nooit concreet bewijs dat het bestaat, maar als je het meeneemt in je vergelijkingen, kan je allerlei dingen uitrekenen die onmogelijk waren geweest zonder.
“Hoe dan ook, dat is wat de Kerk duizenden jaren heeft onderwezen. En toen Rusakov Stof ontdekte, was er eindelijk tastbaar bewijs dat er iets gebeurde wanneer onschuld veranderde in ervaring.
“Overigens gebruikte de Bijbel ook al het woord Stof. Eerst werden ze Rusakov-deeltjes genoemd, maar al snel wees er iemand op een merkwaardig vers aan het eind van hoofdstuk drie van Genesis, waarin God Adam vervloekt voor het eten van het fruit.”
Hij sloeg de Bijbel weer open en wees het aan voor Lyra. Ze las: 
“In het zweet uws aanschijns zult gij brood eten, totdat gij tot de aarde wederkeert, dewijl gij daaruit genomen zijt; want gij zijt stof, en gij zult tot stof wederkeren…”​[74]​
	lord Asriel zei, “geleerden van de Kerk zijn nooit zeker geweest over de vertaling van dat vers. Sommigen zeggen dat het niet is ‘gij zult tot stof wederkeren’, maar ‘gij zult aan stof onderworpen zijn’ en weer anderen zeggen dat het hele vers een soort van woordspeling is met de woorden ‘aarde’ en ‘stof’ en dat het eigenlijk betekent dat God toegeeft dat zijn eigen wezen deels zondig is. Niemand is het met elkaar eens. Niemand kan het met elkaar eens zijn, want de tekst is onbetrouwbaar. Maar het woord was te mooi om er niets mee te doen en daarom werden de deeltjes bekend onder de naam Stof.”
	“En hoe zit het dan met de Lokkers?” zei Lyra.
	“De Landelijke Offerande Commissie… De bende van je moeder. Slim van haar dat ze haar kans schoon zag om haar eigen machtsbasis op te zetten, maar ze is een slimme vrouw, zoals je waarschijnlijk wel hebt gemerkt. Het schikt het Magisterium om allerlei soorten verschillende instanties te laten floreren. Zij kan ze dan tegen elkaar uit laten spelen; als er één succes heeft, kan ze net doen alsof ze deze instantie de hele tijd al hebben gesteund, en als de instantie het niet haalt, kan ze doen alsof het een afvallige groep was die nooit echt toegestaan was.
	“Weet je, je moeder was altijd al begerig naar macht. Eerst probeerde ze het op de normale manier te krijgen, door middel van het huwelijk, maar dat werkte niet, zoals je denk ik wel gehoord hebt​[75]​. Dus moest ze zich wenden tot de Kerk. Ze kon uiteraard niet dezelfde weg aflopen als een man – priesterschap en zo – het moest op de onorthodoxe manier: ze moest haar eigen vereniging opzetten, haar eigen invloedskanalen en met behulp daarvan zichzelf omhoog werken. Het was een slim besluit om in Stof te specialiseren. Iedereen was er bang voor, niemand wist wat ze moesten doen en toen ze aanbood om het onderzoek te leiden, was het Magisterium zo opgelucht dat ze haar met geld en allerlei soorten hulpmiddelen bijstond.”
	“Maar ze waren aan het snijden​[76]​—“ Lyra kon zich er niet toe zetten om het te zeggen, de woorden bleven in haar keel steken. “Je weet wat ze doen! Waarom liet de Kerk ze zoiets doen?”
	“Er was een precedent. Zoiets was al eerder gedaan. Weet je wat het woord castratie betekent? Het betekent dat de geslachtsorganen van een jongen worden verwijderd zodat hij nooit de kenmerken van een man ontwikkelt. Een castraat houdt zijn hele leven zijn hoge sopraanstem en daarom liet de Kerk het toe: zo handig voor kerkmuziek. Sommige castraten werden geweldige zangers, fantastische artiesten. Velen werden slechts dikke, verwende half-mannen. Sommigen overleden aan de gevolgen van de operatie. Maar de Kerk deinsde niet terug voor een klein sneetje, snap je? Er was een precedent. En dit zou zo veel hygiënischer​[77]​ zijn dan de oude methodes, toen er nog geen verdovingen of steriel verband of fatsoenlijke verpleging was. In vergelijking met toen zou het een lichte ingreep zijn.
	“Dat is het niet!” zei Lyra fel. “Dat is het niet!”
	“Nee. Natuurlijk niet. Daarom moesten ze zich ver weg verschuilen, in het verre Noorden, in duisternis en onbekendheid. En daarom was de Kerk zo blij dat iemand als jouw moeder verantwoordelijk was. Wie kon er aan zo’n charmant iemand twijfelen, iemand met zulke goede connecties, zo lief en redelijk? Maar omdat het tegelijkertijd zo’n geheime en onofficiële activiteit was, kon het Magisterium haar ook ontkennen, als dat nodig was.”
	“Maar van wie kwam het idee van​[78]​ dat snijden dan eigenlijk?”
	“Van haar. Zij vermoedde dat de twee dingen die tijdens de adolescentie plaatsvinden met elkaar te maken hebben: de verandering in iemands dæmon en het feit dat Stof begint​[79]​ te bezinken. Misschien als de dæmon van het lichaam wordt gescheiden, dat we nooit vatbaar worden voor Stof – voor erfzonde. De vraag was of het mogelijk was om mens en dæmon te scheiden zonder de persoon te doden. Maar ze heeft veel gereisd en van alles gezien. Ze is in Afrika geweest, bijvoorbeeld. De Afrikanen hebben een manier om een slaaf te creëren. Die noemen ze een zombi​[80]​. Het heeft geen eigen wil: het werkt dag en nacht zonder te ontsnappen of te klagen. Het lijkt op een lijk…”
	“Het is een persoon zonder dæmon!”
4.3	Analysis summary
	As said previously, this chapter leads up to the climax of the book. Unfortunately, because of the length of the chapters I was not able to include both this section and the dénouement in my translation. For the reasons mentioned at the beginning of chapter five, I have chosen for this fragment.
Even though chapter three contains a brief summary of the story, I will shortly explain in a little more detail what happens next in the novel.
After Lord Asriel explains to Lyra everything she wants to know about the Church and the role that they have assigned to Dust, he also explains that he has other interests in Dust: he wants to go looking for the source of Dust which he thinks is situated in another world. He the tells her about the existence of other worlds and universes and about his theory that if Dust can cross the barrier between these worlds, then human beings should be able to as well, the only thing he needs is a gigantic burst of energy. 























To conclude, it can be said that even though different crossover novels show many resemblances such as a delicate subject matter, nostalgic qualities or additional deeper meanings, it seems difficult, if not impossible to distil from that a single strategy or various clear-cut strategies for translating crossover literature. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that the crossover characteristics of these works are in each case made up out of different components, as the assigning of the status of crossover to certain works of literature cannot be traced back to textual elements, in contrast to the assigning of genres. J.R.R. Tolkien and Philip Pullman for instance, both wrote epic fantasy novels which are highly popular with both children and adults, but which are, despite the resemblance in genre, incomparable. Thinking of a strategy for translating the genre of epic fantasy then appears not only impossible, but also ineffectual: it is like grouping together all children’s literature and claiming that there is a translation strategy which allows you to translate the works of Lewis Carroll, Beatrix Potter and Neil Gaimann in the same manner.
Therefore, even though in my introduction I set out to answer the following question: how would one have to go about translating a literary work which, in its source language, is read by both children and adults, whether this dual audience has been the author’s intention or not, in the course of this thesis it has been shown that there is no definite answer to that. The strategies for translating crossover books have to be derived from the individual works. When a translator is going to translate a work which is read by both children and adults, he or she has to gather what it is that made the work this popular with such a large audience and it is that element or those elements that the translator should strive to maintain. In general, and this was also the result of the discussion of the translation problems in Northern Lights, it can be said that crossover literature should not be primarily seen as children’s literature which is also coincidentally read by adults. Therefore applying the conventional, domesticating strategies for translating the realia in children’s literature is often not the right thing to do if it is important to the translator to maintain the novel’s crossover qualities. For example, the Harry Potter books contain many names with connotations. In the Dutch version, these names have been translated, thereby considering the book first and foremost a work of children’s fiction. Leaving aside whether this is a good or a bad decision, it has resulted in a diminished crossover potential in the Netherlands. In many cases, if Dutch adults want to read about the adventures of Harry Potter they will go for the original English version and not for its translation. Thus, domesticating strategies can often come across childish and patronising and therefore seem not suitable for works of literature, which objective it is to appeal to a large audience. Unfortunately, by saying that a translator of crossover novels should use foreignising strategies mostly, it might limit the possibilities somewhat, but it still leaves him or her with dozens of others strategies to choose from. 
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^1	  “Jordan College occupies the same physical space in Lyra's Oxford … as Exeter College occupies in real life, though rather more of it” (Pullman From Exeter to Jordan, Oxford Today, Vol. 14 nr. 3 2002) < http://www.oxfordtoday.ox.ac.uk/2001-02/v14n3/03.shtml> 
^2	  John Faa is not a fictional character. In the sixteenth century, John (Johnnie) Faa of Dunbar was the King of the Gypsies, the leader of the ‘Egyptians’ in Scotland. < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_of_the_Gypsies#John_.28Johnnie.29_Faa>.  
^3	  ‘Norroway’ is mentioned in a fairy tale collected by Joseph Jacobs (1854-1916): Black Bull of Norroway. Before Pullman, it has been referred to by Andrew Lang, Ruth Manning-Sanders and J.R.R. Tolkien. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Bull_of_Norroway> < http://www.surlalunefairytales.com/authors/jacobs.html#MOREENGLISH>.  Trollesund is an existing town, situated in the south of Sweden. 










^14	  ‘Ook’ as a translation of ‘another’ otherwise it results in a strange sentence, namely: ‘Lyra reed op een sterke jonge beer en Roger op een andere’. What I think the narrator wants to make clear is that both children have their own bear. With this translation, that meaning is being conveyed too. 
^15	  After a search for the term ‘fire hurler’, this is what you arrive at: “A fire hurler is a weapon commonly employed by the panserbjørne which hurls fire from a long, cannon-like object. The machine uses two bears to operate, one to load the machine with fuel and another to aim the tube at a target. The fire is enough to kill a fully armoured bear and bring down a zeppelin. During Iofur's reign they were positioned on top of the castle at Svalbard. They were also used against Mrs Coulter's forces at the end of Northern Lights, being pulled by the bears, and against a Muscovite village along the way to the Himilayas” (http://www.hisdarkmaterials.org/srafopedia/index.php/Panserbj%C3%B8rne>). So, it is an unknown weapon, but one of which you can form an idea of. ‘Vuurslinger’ seems an appropriate translation  as a conception of a weapon with such a name would meet the description.
^16	  At First I consistently translated this with ‘Svalbard’. However, further research shows that this is the English (and Norwegian) name for the group of islands and its largest island of the same name which we call in Dutch ‘Spitsbergen’. Pullman did not need to choose between the Norwegian and the English name and thus kills two birds with one stone: this name contains the foreign ´northerly´ of the Norwegian language and the familiarity of the English name. In Dutch, the translator does need to make a choice. I chose for the Dutch name, hoping that the Dutch readers will recognise the name and know that it is a place in the north. I also assumed that the narrator is talking about the biggest island and not the Group of islands it is a part of. 
^17	  Here I have used the translation which Ronald Jonkers came up with for the term ‘gypsies’. See chapter four for a more elaborate explanation.
^18	  This seems to be made up by Pullman. Outside His Dark Materials no other references to Bolvangar can be found, which is why I have left it the same in the translation.
^19	  ‘achteraf’ instead of ‘nu’, because I think in Dutch it is more customary to use that word when you are looking back at something than the word ‘nu’.
^20	  ‘progress’ appears to be an obsolete term for ‘reis’. This fits the discussion in chapter four about archaisms. A more elegant-older term than ‘reis’ then seems wished for. Out of the alternatives ‘expeditie’, ‘onderneming’ and ‘tocht’, the first choice seems to fit best.
^21	  As a translation of ‘The air was more penetratingly chill than any she had experienced before.’ At first, this was the translation: ‘De koude lucht was hier snijdender dan ze ooit eerder mee had meegemaakt.’ However, I think in Dutch cold can ´snijden´ and air cannot. In addition, the sentence runs more smoothly if ‘snijdend’ is an adjective and not a verb.
^22	  Instead of ‘in elk geval’. In this manner, the sentence is better connected to the previous part in which the possible reasons for Lyra´s exertions are given.
^23	  ‘lord’ as a translation of ‘Lord’. This is difficult. In a book that is written for adults, I would without a doubt choose for maintaining ´Lord´, because I assume that this word calls up an image in most Dutch readers. But this translation also needs to appeal to children. By translating ‘Lord’ with ‘Heer’, the most natural translation, the term loses some of its power and maybe I underestimate the knowledge of the reader. In addition, it would make it more childish and that is not the intention either. With this translation it is my guess that the term ´lord´ also evokes in younger readers the image of somebody highly placed.
^24	  Colon instead of semicolon. This is an explanation of what came previous. A colon then seems appropriate.
^25	  Instead of ‘ze’. There are so many personal pronouns in this sentence that it might be unclear whose political fortunes the narrator is talking about here: that of the prisoners of that of the bears. This clarifies that.
^26	  Here I started a new sentence. In the original this is a further explanation which is being proceeded by a semicolon, but in Dutch I thought it would be distracting with so many commas and semicolons following each other. By making it a new sentence, the meaning does not change.
^27	  ‘…vroegere gevangen’ instead of ‘…gevangen die zij eerder hadden gehad’. Even though that is ‘what it says’, in Dutch it sounds like an English construction.
^28	   A ‘kouter’ is the literal translation of ‘coulter’. The article of Naomi Wood, Paradise Lost and Found: Obedience, Disobedience, and Storytelling in C.S. Lewis and Philip Pullman (See chapter three) pointed this out to me. She says: “A ‘coulter’ is an iron blade fixed at the front of a plow to make a vertical cut into the soil, evoking the guillotine devised by Mrs. Coulter’s employees to sever children and their dæmons” (244). Even though, for the majority I do not domesticate names, this is a name with a connotation which would be nice to keep, without being too obvious.
^29	  A translation which is a bit statelier than ‘geven’. ‘To hand’ can mean both and  I would prefer ‘overhandigen’, because it suits Lord Asriel’s haughtiness.
^30	  ‘zei’ instead of ‘vertelde’. ‘Zeggen’ has a more forceful connotation than ‘vertellen’ and that suits Lord Asriel’s attitude and character better. 
^31	  Instead of ‘die uitkeek op het noorden’. I have changed this sentence slightly to avoid the repetition of the word ‘die’. This word also appears twice in the next sentence, but in that sentence I do not see an opportunity to replace one by something else. That is why I have done it here.
^32	  Even though ‘some’ refers to the things which Asriel sent for, I have not translated it with ‘sommige spullen’, but with ‘soms’. This results in a shorter sentence that runs more smoothly. 
^33	  ‘General Oblation Board’ I translated with ‘Landelijke Offerande Commissie’. Base on the translation of ‘Gobblers’ with ‘lokkers’ by Ronald Jonkers, but with some differences. The biggest challenge is the fact that the first of ‘General Oblation Board’ spell the first part of ‘Gobbler’. This should be aimed for in Dutch as well. ‘Hakkers’ was my first idea. ‘General’ could be translated with ‘hoofd-‘ and ‘Board’ with ‘Comité’ or ‘Commissie’, but that leaves ‘Oblation’ and for that word it is difficult to find a translation that starts with an ‘a’. ‘Lokkers’ is also a good translation of ‘Gobblers’, because that is what they do, they ´lok´ (temp) children.  The First letters of ‘Landelijke Offerande Commissie’ would do the trick. Even though it is true that the ‘c’ is in this case pronounced as a ‘k’, I am not completely satisfied. However, the table below shows that this is the only logical composition with the existing possibilities. GeneralOblationBoardDienstOffer-/Offerande/Offerings-BestuurInternationaalRaadAlgemeenComité/CommissieLandelijkNationaalHoofd-When, you read the word ‘Lokkers’ in the story, it is spelled that way because that is how it is pronounced by the people in Lyra’s world.
^34	  As a translation of ‘blubber lamps’. The Van Dale states as a possible translation of ‘blubber’ ‘walvisspek’. That, taking in mind the location, is not as odd as it might sound. This is further being confirmed by a search on the internet for the words ‘blubber lamps’: “However, one of the two main types of pottery used was the blubber lamp, a small, oval deep dish in which you ignited a chunk of blubber or even oil with a wick. The widespread use of this lamp implies a widespread industry to obtain blubber; i.e., professional whale and seal hunting. In: The Ertebølle culture (ca 5300 BC-3950 BC) it is the name of a hunter-gatherer and fisher culture dating to the end of the Mesolithic period. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erteb%C3%B8lle_culture>. This Ertebøllecultuur was a Southern Scandinavian culture. The answer to the question whether it is whale or seal blubber can be found on the Srafopedia website. Under the headword ‘Seal’ we can read the following: “Seal blubber is also used as a lighting fuel”. <http://www.hisdarkmaterials.org/srafopedia/index.php/Seals>. A ‘blubber lamp’ then, is a ‘zeehondenvetlamp’.
^35	  Here I have added the word ‘licht’. If you only put down: ‘het witte van anbarische schijnwerpers’, I think the Dutch reader (contrary to English) will after a first reading wonder:  ‘the white what?’ By adding a word, the sentence runs more smoothly.
^36	  Again I used the internet and all results say the following: “Anbaric Current - a form of electric current, used in Lyra's world. From Pullman: "I looked up the word electric, and I found that it came from the Greek word for amber. The Greeks knew that if they rubbed a piece of amber, they could create static electricity. Then I looked up the word amber, and found it came from the Arabic word anbar." <http://www.skyseastone.net/itsog/shadows/004283.html>. Even though the most accepted translation of ‘amber’ really is ‘barnsteen’, The Van Dale also gives ‘amber’ as a Dutch term. In that case I can stick to Pullman’s line of thought (amber-> anbar) with the only problem that ‘anbaric’ sounds too English. That is why I have used ‘anbarisch’. 
^37	  Srafopedia brings help again. When you look up ‘naphta lamp’, this is the result: “Naphtha in His Dark Materials is not the naphtha that we know and... dislike, rather, it is the name given to paraffin in Lyra's world. An "naphtha lamp provides light by burning a wick in naphtha. It's opposed to the newer Anbaric Lights”.  http://www.hisdarkmaterials.org/srafopedia/index.php/Naphtha_Lamp. The Dutch translation of ‘naphtha’ is ‘nafta’ (koolwaterstof) and even though in Dutch this is also not used in lamps, (like ‘naphta’), it is certainly satisfactory. 
^38	  ‘Ramen’ instead of ‘glasplaten’, even though that is the more literal translation of ‘sheets in glass’. Would you use ‘glasplaten’, however, then the sentence would start like following: ‘Glas was duur en grote glasplaten…’. The mentioning of ‘glas’ twice quickly after one another does not look good.
^39	  I replaced ‘thigh-deep’ by ‘heuphoge’, because I think that is a more common expression than something like ‘dijhoge’. A search on Google confirms this.
^40	  See chapter four for an elaborate explanation of the translation of ‘dæmon’.
^41	  A (German) ‘pinscher’ is a breed of dogs which probably descends from the English terrier. In Dutch this breed is also called a ‘pinscher’.
^42	  Maintained ‘Jordan’. Even though on some sites it can be read that ‘Jordan’ is derived from the River Jordan, it does not fit that typical English Oxford setting to have a English College with a Dutch name. Because of that same reason ‘College’ remains the same and is not translated by ‘het college/College’. By adding an article it becomes Dutch and the word gets a different meaning. In addition, the word ‘Jordaan’ will be, in Dutch, associated with a working-class district in Amsterdam
^43	  ‘uit’ instead of ‘op’ or ‘omhoog’. Even though that would be a more literal meaning of ‘hold up’, it seems to make more sense that he is holding out his hands as if to ward her off.
^44	  A somewhat more elaborate translation of ‘That is Lyra?’ By emphasising ‘is’, he seems to be asking her if it is really her. That is why I have chosen for a translation with ‘Ben jij het echt, Lyra?’
^45	   The ‘alethiometer’ is the device that Lyra can use to know the truth. It is a sort of compass with needles that point towards symbols and in that manner answers the questions that Lyra has in her mind. As it appears in Northern Lights, reading the device is not the hardest thing, it is even more difficult to think of the right questions to ask. For example, it never crosses her mind to ask for the real reason why she is heading north or to her father because she has convinced herself she was to deliver him the alethiometer. In fact, she was going to deliver him Roger. Alethiometers are very rare and sought-after. I have maintained the word ‘alethiometer’. Pullman composed the word out of the Greek word for ‘truth’ ‘alethia’ en ‘meter’. This can be maintained in Dutch as it is not a typically English spelling or pronunciation. 
^46	  I translated ‘outside’ with ‘om het hoekje’, because if you use ‘buiten’ in the Dutch sentence your first thought is that Lyra is going outside of the house while she is just sitting outside of the bathroom. ‘Om het hoekje’, I think, reflects this meaning better. 
^47	  A comma instead of ‘en’. In Dutch it seems like a start of an enumeration which then suddenly stops. A comma here makes the sentence more colloquial.
^48	  ‘Dartelend’ instead of the more obvious construction ‘terwijl ze dartelden’, this makes the sentence too lengthy. Even though a present participle often does not look good in Dutch, here it is a good solution.
^49	  ‘Isis’ is the name which is being given to the River Thames around and in Oxford. This will be a familiar name for English readers, but not for Dutch readers. Because of the context it is clear that this is a river, but ‘Isis’ will probably not evoke an image. That is why I have translated it with ‘Theems’. That is a famous English River, also for Dutch readers. With this solution I am taking the risk that Dutch readers associate the river with London. 
^50	  The Cherwell is a tributary of the Thames and will be less known with Dutch readers. Because it is tied up to a location, it is not possible to replace this River by another one. An option would be to translate here: ‘de zijrivier de Cherwell’, but that would be too lengthy and maybe not that useful. Because of the mentioning of the Thames and the context it is already clear that the Cherwell is a river too.
^51	  ‘Bovenkamer’ as a translation of ‘Retiring Room’. In the Encyclopaedia Britannica we can read a description of a so-called ‘solar’: “The solar served as a kind of parlour to which the owner of the manor house or castle could retire with his family from the chaotic communal living of the hall below. In fact, by the late 14th century the solar was more often called the “retiring room.” <http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/552867/solar#tab=active~checked%2Citems~checked&title=solar%20--%20Britannica%20Online%20Encyclopedia> When you then look up ‘sollar’ in the Van Dale you get ‘bovenkamer’. 
^52	  ‘kweenie’ as the translation of ‘dunno’. By translating it this way, I tried to maintain its colloquial quality. 
^53	  ‘dat’ is grammatically wrong, but in the original Roger also talks highly ungrammatically. He says ‘come’ instead of ‘came’, but because ‘komen’ instead of ‘zijn gekomen’ in Dutch sounds childish, I made the sentence ungrammatical in this manner.
^54	  In the original Roger says: “There’s been terrible things we’ve seen, en’t there?”. To translate that tag question to Dutch with for example ‘is’t niet?/Vind je niet?’, would read unnatural. It is not a Dutch way of saying things. Hence my translation with: “We hebben verschrikkelijke dingen gezien.” On first sight that might seem a more forceful expression than in English, but in English too Roger seems certain. He does not ask Lyra for an answer, he confirms himself by the tag question.
^55	  Pantalaimon is Lyra’s demon. On http://www.robotwisdom.com/jorn/darkmaterials.html the following can be found: “Pantalaimon = (saint) Panteleimon means 'all merciful' in Greek…”.  The Dutch translation of this Greek word is ‘Pantaleon’ (<http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pantaleon>). This is the translation I have also used for ‘Pantalaimon’.
^56	  ‘voorgaan’ instead of ‘...laten zien waar het is.’ The meaning is the same and this seems more like something a stately servant would say. 
^57	  Even though Lyra is scared for her father, and he is a Lord, I do not think she would address him with ‘u’. From the start of the book, she is described as a ‘barbarian’ with little sense of politeness and order of rank, so it just would not suit her to say ‘u’ to her father. In addition, there might be a chance that Lyra does not think he deserves to be addressed politely after the way he is treating his own daughter. 
^58	  I changed the word order around, otherwise it would say: “ik heb het verborgen gehouden en bewaard” and that runs less smoothly than the other way around: “Ik heb het bewaard en verborgen gehouden.”
^59	  ‘Bijkans’ as a translation of ‘like to’ in ‘when you did see me, you like to faint’. Van Dale comes up with the meaning of ‘waarschijnlijk’ or ‘allicht’, but that does not seem a good solution in this sentence. The word that occurred to me when I read the sentence was ‘zowat’, but it had to be a less ‘common’ word. When I looked for synonyms of ‘zowat’ I discovered ‘schier’ and from there I found ‘bijkans’, which seems to fit best in this sentence: it is a normal meaning said in an abnormal way.
^60	  ‘Want’ as the translation of the tag question ‘en’t they?’. Also see endnote 23. To translate the tag question as such, would make the sentence run awkward. Its function in the sentence is not that of a question either: Lyra does not ask for a confirmation, she confirms her own feeling. By starting the sentence with ‘want’, the Dutch sentence also get that hint of confirmation.
^61	  ‘Oké’ as the translation is ‘then’ in “Take your bloody alethiometer, then…”. Lyra’s ‘then’ is a sort of conclusion like ‘als het zo moet…’. A translation in Dutch with the word ‘dan’ does not have the same effect, ‘oké’ I think, does.  
^62	  In Dutch, this sentence is lacking a word (‘maakt me niks uit’ instead of ‘dat maakt me niks uit’), because otherwise the sentence would be too long in this fragment. Lyra is angry and she is rattling and to pronounce this sentence in its complete form then seems unnatural. Because she is rattling on is makes sense that the word ‘dat’ is missing.
^63	  As a translation of ‘It’s all in good order’. A more literal translation would be something like ‘alles is piekfijn in orde/ alles is in orde’, and you do not really say that in Dutch. ‘Alles doet het nog’ is more like something a Dutch person would say..
^64	  As the translation of ‘in recompense’. Literally: ‘als vergoeding/beloning’. Maar Lyra feels like she is wronged, so ‘om het goed te maken’ seems a better translation in this context. 
^65	  ‘de Moskoviet’ instead of ‘een Moskoviet die …. heette.’  This would make the sentence run less smoothly and sound unnatural.
^66	  ‘normale manier’ (singular) as the translation of ‘usual ways’ (plural). ‘Deeltjes die niet op de normale manieren reageren’ does not sound good in Dutch, ‘manier’ in singular runs better. 
^67	  ‘bezinken’ as the translation of ‘settle’. A more literal translation would be ‘neerdalen’ and that would even suit this sentence if it was not for the fact that dust, in the normal sense of the word, ‘bezinkt’. That is why I have used this word for the translation. 
^68	  ‘de waarheid sprak’ instead of ‘niet loog’ (for: ‘wasn’t lying’). Otherwise you end up with a funny sentence: ‘…moesten ze accepteren dat Rusakov niet tegen hen loog of ze voor de gek hield.’ ‘…moesten ze accepteren dat Rusakov de waarheid sprak en ze niet voor de gek hield’ is less lengthy and makes the sentence run better.
^69	  Even though ‘slang’ would be a more common translation of the word ‘serpent’, I have chosen to translate it with ‘serpent’. An average English eleven-year old would also say ‘snake’, the fact that here Lyra uses ‘serpent’ says something about the way she speaks. As it has been discussed in chapter four, Lyra sometimes uses archaisms, and this seems to be one of them To maintain the archaism, I have translated it in this manner.
^70	  The scriptural passage is taken from the Dutch ‘Statenbijbel’. It is a translation from 1888. This can be found on <http://www.statenvertaling.net/bijbel/gene/3.html>. The verses that can be read here are verses two to six.
^71	  It will be clear that the middle part, in which they speak of ‘dæmonen’, does not originate from the Bible. This is made up by Pullman and my translation is for the majority based on the source text. When I translated this, I have however tried to keep into account the language use of the chapter from Genesis.
^72	  This last sentence is aslo taken from Genesis and follows on the previous verses. This is verse seven, also from <http://www.statenvertaling.net/bijbel/gene/3.html>. 
^73	  The word ‘scholar’ in English does not seem to be written with a capital letter normally. In Lyra’s world, many elements that have to do with institutions like university and the church are written with a capital letter, so this is something that I maintain in Dutch. This is different then, for example, the word ‘Lord’, which is normally written with a capital letter in English, but not in Dutch.
^74	  Verse nineteen, <http://www.statenvertaling.net/bijbel/gene/3.html>.
^75	  Earlier on in the story, Lyra had been told by the gyptians that her mother, Mrs. Coulter used to be married to a politician who was “a member of the king’s party, one of his closest advisers. A rising man” (Pullman 91). And apparently not out of love, because as soon as she met Lord Asriel they fell in love and had Lyra together. Her husband was later killed by Asriel after he had found out about his wife’s daughter and had come to look for Lyra to take his revenge.
^76	  I have maintained the words in Italics. Here they serve to signal emphasis, which can be done in this way in Dutch as well. 
^77	  This word I did not put in Italics. In Dutch it would seem to come out of nowhere, because there appears to be no reason to emphasise this word.
^78	  Instead of ´…wiens idee…´. That would make the sentence more compact and run more smoothly, but it is not very colloquial and not something Lyra would say. 
^79	  Contrary to the original, I have put both verbs in this sentence in the present tense. It reads awkwardly to have one Dutch sentence with two different tenses in it.
^80	  I have made two sentences out of one here, otherwise you have to use ‘genaamd’, which does not look good. In addition, ´zombi´ is only written with an ´i´ because in the original too, it deviates from the common way of spelling ‘zombie’. I have maintained this deviation.
